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Vice-Chancellor’s Message
The Distance Learning Centre is building on a solid tradition of over two decades of
service in the provision of External Studies Programme and now Distance Learning
Education in Nigeria and beyond. The Distance Learning mode to which we are
committed is providing access to many deserving Nigerians in having access to higher
education especially those who by the nature of their engagement do not have the
luxury of full time education. Recently, it is contributing in no small measure to
providing places for teeming Nigerian youths who for one reason or the other could
not get admission into the conventional universities.
These course materials have been written by writers specially trained in ODL course
delivery. The writers have made great efforts to provide up to date information,
knowledge and skills in the different disciplines and ensure that the materials are userfriendly.
In addition to provision of course materials in print and e-format, a lot of Information
Technology input has also gone into the deployment of course materials. Most of them
can be downloaded from the DLC website and are available in audio format which you
can also download into your mobile phones, IPod, MP3 among other devices to allow
you listen to the audio study sessions. Some of the study session materials have been
scripted and are being broadcast on the university’s Diamond Radio FM 101.1, while
others have been delivered and captured in audio-visual format in a classroom
environment for use by our students. Detailed information on availability and access is
available on the website. We will continue in our efforts to provide and review course
materials for our courses.
However, for you to take advantage of these formats, you will need to improve on
your I.T. skills and develop requisite distance learning Culture. It is well known that,
for efficient and effective provision of Distance learning education, availability of
appropriate and relevant course materials is a sine qua non. So also, is the availability
of multiple plat form for the convenience of our students. It is in fulfilment of this, that
series of course materials are being written to enable our students study at their own
pace and convenience.
It is our hope that you will put these course materials to the best use.

Prof. Abel Idowu Olayinka
Vice-Chancellor

Foreword
As part of its vision of providing education for “Liberty and Development” for
Nigerians and the International Community, the University of Ibadan, Distance
Learning Centre has recently embarked on a vigorous repositioning agenda which
aimed at embracing a holistic and all encompassing approach to the delivery of its
Open Distance Learning (ODL) programmes. Thus we are committed to global best
practices in distance learning provision. Apart from providing an efficient
administrative and academic support for our students, we are committed to providing
educational resource materials for the use of our students. We are convinced that,
without an up-to-date, learner-friendly and distance learning compliant course
materials, there cannot be any basis to lay claim to being a provider of distance
learning education. Indeed, availability of appropriate course materials in multiple
formats is the hub of any distance learning provision worldwide.
In view of the above, we are vigorously pursuing as a matter of priority, the provision
of credible, learner-friendly and interactive course materials for all our courses. We
commissioned the authoring of, and review of course materials to teams of experts and
their outputs were subjected to rigorous peer review to ensure standard. The approach
not only emphasizes cognitive knowledge, but also skills and humane values which are
at the core of education, even in an ICT age.
The development of the materials which is on-going also had input from experienced
editors and illustrators who have ensured that they are accurate, current and learnerfriendly. They are specially written with distance learners in mind. This is very
important because, distance learning involves non-residential students who can often
feel isolated from the community of learners.
It is important to note that, for a distance learner to excel there is the need to source
and read relevant materials apart from this course material. Therefore, adequate
supplementary reading materials as well as other information sources are suggested in
the course materials.
Apart from the responsibility for you to read this course material with others, you are
also advised to seek assistance from your course facilitators especially academic
advisors during your study even before the interactive session which is by design for
revision. Your academic advisors will assist you using convenient technology
including Google Hang Out, You Tube, Talk Fusion, etc. but you have to take
advantage of these. It is also going to be of immense advantage if you complete
assignments as at when due so as to have necessary feedbacks as a guide.
The implication of the above is that, a distance learner has a responsibility to develop
requisite distance learning culture which includes diligent and disciplined self-study,
seeking available administrative and academic support and acquisition of basic
information technology skills. This is why you are encouraged to develop your
computer skills by availing yourself the opportunity of training that the Centre’s
provide and put these into use.

In conclusion, it is envisaged that the course materials would also be useful for the
regular students of tertiary institutions in Nigeria who are faced with a dearth of high
quality textbooks. We are therefore, delighted to present these titles to both our
distance learning students and the university’s regular students. We are confident that
the materials will be an invaluable resource to all.
We would like to thank all our authors, reviewers and production staff for the high
quality of work.
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About this course manual Definition of Adults Education

About this course manual
Principles and Practice of Adult Education ADE 207 has been produced
by University of Ibadan Distance Learning Centre. All course manuals
produced by University of Ibadan Distance Learning Centreare structured
in the same way, as outlined below.

How this course manual is structured

The course overview
The course overview gives you a general introduction to the course.
Information contained in the course overview will help you determine:
If the course is suitable for you.
What you will already need to know.
What you can expect from the course.
How much time you will need to invest to complete the course.
The overview also provides guidance on:
Study skills.
Where to get help.
Course assignments and assessments.
Margin icons.
We strongly recommend that you read the overview carefully before
starting your study.

The course content
The course is broken down into Study Sessions. Each Study Session
comprises:
An introduction to the Study Session content.
Study Session outcomes.
Core content of the Study Session with a variety of learning activities.
A Study Session summary.
Assignments and/or assessments, as applicable.
Bibliography
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Your comments
After completing Principles and Practice of Adult Education we would
appreciate it if you would take a few moments to give us your feedback
on any aspect of this course. Your feedback might include comments on:
Course content and structure.
Course reading materials and resources.
Course assignments.
Course assessments.
Course duration.
Course support (assigned tutors, technical help, etc.)
Your constructive feedback will help us to improve and enhance this
course.
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Course Overview
Welcome to Principles and Practice of Adult Education ADE 207
This course is designed to encourage you to identify and define the
assumptions, beliefs, values and concepts that underlie your decisions in
facilitating adult learning. You will explore adult education principles
and begin to apply them to the design and delivery of face-to-face and
distance education. You will also analyze the implications of their
application. Critical thinking, reflection, and informed decision making
will be emphasized throughout

Course outcomes
Upon completion of Principles and Practice of Adult Education ADE
207, you will be able to:

Outcomes

Describe the philosophy and principles of adult education
Evaluate and integrate key philosophies, theories and concepts in
the development and facilitation of adult education;
Describe and evaluate an adult learning process from personal
experiences
Incorporate potential learning from experience in facilitating
adult education
Reflect critically on your own practice and facilitate critical
reflection in the facilitation of adult learning
Incorporate relevant, meaningful learning experiences in
facilitating adult education
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Getting around this course manual
Margin icons
While working through this course manual you will notice the frequent
use of margin icons. These icons serve to “signpost” a particular piece of
text, a new task or change in activity; they have been included to help you
to find your way around this course manual.
A complete icon set is shown below. We suggest that you familiarize
yourself with the icons and their meaning before starting your study.

Activity

Assessment

Assignment

Case study

Discussion

Group Activity

Help

Outcomes

Note

Reflection

Reading

Study skills

Summary

Terminology

Time

Tip
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Study Session 1

Definition of Adults Education
Introduction
In this study session, we will examine different definitions of adult
education as given by experts. This will help you to have a foundational
knowledge into the course.

Learning Outcomes
When you have studied this session, you should be able to:
1.1 discuss the concept of adult education
Outcomes

Terminology
Adult education

A practice in which adults engage in systematic and
sustained self–educating activities in order to gain new
forms of knowledge, skills, attitudes, or values.

1.1 Concept of Adult Education
We are going to give various definitions of adult education from different
scholars. There are many programmes, skills, or roles that cannot be
explained when one is engaged in them, for instance, if you have read
Mass Communication as a course in the University and you are employed
as a broadcaster in any of the media houses, you are performing a role. If
you are asked to define who is a broadcaster, you may simply say that "he
is a person who reads a news-story on the television or over the radio
regarding all news materials gathered from several beats and about many
events that take' place in a particular day within a geographical locality" .
What you have simply done is to adopt a device used for sorting things
out into categories. Unlike other disciplines, however, adult education
defies a universally acceptable definition. This is because not only is it a
comparatively new field of study but also that it is a multi-disciplinary
course with varying operational applications, having different meanings
in different contexts and in different countries. Another problem for the
difficulty in having a simple all-embracing definition is that adult
education is carried out in many different ways by many different
agencies. For example, if any Yoruba man or woman is asked to define
what adult education is, what we are likely to have as an answer will be
that it is "Eko Agba" meaning education for the old people or "Eko
nigbati owo ba d'ile" meaning the education one undertakes at one's
leisure. This is reason when a young scholar tells old novices that he is
reading for a degree in adult education; their general assumptions are that
how come a young man in adult education field? How can he be able to
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teach the old men and women?
For the purposes of clarity, it will be ideal for us here to dilate more on
various views of some scholars regarding the definition of adult
education. This, we hope, will not make us a slave to our chosen career
where it becomes impossible for us to know what we are doing, how we
should do it and why we should do it. Rather, it should enable us educate
the novices who had formed a misconstrued conception of the tenets,
purpose, relevance and operations of the noble course - adult education which as a programme that is manifested in one way or another in all
legitimate human activities at all levels and without any age
discrimination.
Bryson (1936) defined adult education as an activity with educational
purposes that are carried on by people who are engaged in the ordinary
business of life
Note

Among the eminent scholars of adult education is. He sees it as a
programme or activity carried out as a part -time programme or during
leisure periods. He is also of the opinion that such programme which may
be qualified to be categorised as adult education cannot be restricted to
any particular level of education, as it starts from elementary, secondary,
university including literacy, depending of course, on the individual
needs of the clientele. He concludes that adult education means any
purposeful effort towards self-development, carried on by an individual
without direct legal compulsion and without such effort becoming his
major field of activity.

The White Paper on Adult Education, Learning for Life (2000) defines
adult education as 'systematic learning undertaken by adults who return
to learning having concluded initial education or training
Tip

Liveright and Haygood (1968) conceived adult education as a process
whereby persons who no longer attend school on a regular and full-time
basis (unless full-time programmes are especially designed for adults)
undertake sequential and organized activities with the conscious intention
of bringing about changes in information, knowledge, understanding or
skills, appreciation and attitudes; or for the purpose of identifying and
solving personal or community problems.
To Prosser (1967), adult education can be considered as the force which
by all intents and purposes can help conscientise and mobilise the society
in determining its ends by bringing into focus a maximum of reorientation and readjustment of value system, attitude and behaviour to
any new and changed situation within a limited period of time. The
change which may be from within or outside any given society is
expected to impart new ideas, skills and techniques required to sustain the
innovation.
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ITQ
Question
Bryson (1936) sees adult education as a programme carried out as a part
-time programme or during leisure periods. TRUE/FALSE?

Feedback
This is TRUE. Bryson sees adult education as a programme or activity
carried out as a part-time programme or during leisure periods.
Debatin Frank sees adult education as a socio-educational unfoldment
indigenous and recurrent in the evolution of civilisation and that through
its resources, the individual may do something positive about his job, his
personal happiness and better integration with his social environment.
Carl believes that if adult education is to become an accepted part of our
democratic way of life, it must be democratically conceived and
developed. He sees adult education to be a continuing educational
experience meant to contribute to the growth of people. He asserts that
the experience gained from adult education may have no clear cut
dichotomy to what it is like in the elementary, secondary or any other
level of educational encounter. Whatever difference that may likely exist
may result from such parameters as age, compulsion, motivation,
maturity, exposure, interest, need, experience and time.
The two-fold responsibilities of human growth that can be facilitated by
adult education programme are:
1. to the individual as a person, on achieving self-realisation
2. to the individual as a group member in becoming a more responsible
citizen
According to Laurence K. Frank, adult education may be regarded as a
social invention peculiarly appropriate to our times, offering ways
whereby adults can be helped to recognise the necessity for these large
scale changes and to undertake the laborious task of examining, clarifying
and deciding the ways in which they will, as adults, accept the
responsibility for renewing our culture and reorienting our social order.
Since, as a free people, we believe that social change should' come
through education and persuasion, not through regimented forced and
submissive acceptance of authoritarian pronouncements, adult education
may be regarded as the unique resource of a free social order to carry on
the functions of self-examination, self-criticism, self- regulation. When
thus approached, adult education may be regarded as a self-conscious
awareness that our cultural traditions and our social order have
historically developed and can and must be guided more surely and
effectively towards our enduring goals values, the belief in the worth of
the individual personality and the conviction of human dignity. So far we
are clear in our loyalty to these goals and values, we can subject all of our
beliefs, our patterns of human relations and our institutions to the same
kind of critical scrutiny as in the past when our predecessors replaced
their traditional heritage with the new ideas and new patterns with the
ultimate beliefs that such approach would improve the goals and values
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of their present day. As Otto Rank once said; "We cling to the past not
because we are in love with the past, but because we are fearful of the
present"; and, it might be added that we are terrified by the future. If we
are to recover from the seemingly wide-spread demoralisation and
growing failure of nerve, adult education has the greater potentialities of
helping people to renew their courage and their faith in human
capabilities in order that as a people, we can overcome our anxieties with
hopefulness towards the future.
To some people adult education means the last available opportunity or
chance for learning. This is because there are so many people who are so
capable of learning but inadvertently or deliberately were not opportune
due to many reasons. Adult education therefore offers these people the
last chance of dropping in once again after they had dropped out. Some
have the inclination for training in the basic skills of learning as they
enroll for work in reading, writing and arithmetic.

Note

Tugbiyele (1975) asserts that by Adult Education is more than literacy or
remedial education to 'fill the gap'. It is something people need and want
as long as they are alive and regardless of the amount of their previous
education
In Smith, Aker and Kidd's views (1970), adult education is seen as the
process by which men and women (alone, in groups, or institutional
settings) seek to improve themselves or their society by increasing their
skills, their knowledge or their sensitiveness; any process by which
individuals, groups or institutions try to help men and women improve in
these ways. The second definition given by this same group refers to
adult education as a process, whereby learning activities for adults are
designed, conducted and evaluated, such as a process of organising and
managing seminars, conferences and workshops.
Adult education can also be considered as any organised informal or
formal plan of education for adolescents and adults that are independent
of the conventional school programme as administered by public or
voluntary agencies, in so far as they believe that they will benefit from
the programme. From the physiological point of view, we can accept that
people who are mature and socially responsible and economically viable,
politically qualified and mentally sound may be considered as clienteles
of adult education programme. Thus, while to some people, adult
education means any instructions or activities or an educational value
given to adults, for others, it includes a complex system of post school
education.
From the myriad of definitions we have given above, one common theme
that seems to run through, according to Anyanwu (1980), is that adult
education includes all the activities with an educational purpose that are
carried on by people engaged in the ordinary business of life. This branch
of education thus stems directly from the people, and it has its major
focus in the local community, with its primary goal being that of
strengthening and improving the processes of group problem-solving. It
makes adults in a community to be aware of both individual and
community needs and provides the type of learning that enables
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recipients to grapple successfully with current problems. It arouses in the
common people a desire for change and recognition of the contributions
of education in the introduction of such change. It is perhaps to afford an
internationally accepted definition based on the recognition of the tenets
of adult education that the UNESCO (1972) has defined this branch of
education as denoting "the entire body of organised educational
processes, whatever the content, level and method, whether formal or
otherwise, whether they prolong or replace initial education in schools,
colleges and universities as well as in apprenticeship, whereby persons
regarded as adults by the society to which they belong develop their
abilities, enrich their knowledge, improve their technical or professional
qualifications or turn them in a new direction and bring about changes in
their attitudes or behaviour in the two-fold perspective of full personal
development and participation in balanced and independent-social,
economic and cultural development.

Study Session Summary

Summary

In this Study Session, we were able to bring up various views, regarding
the conception of adult education and we noted that it has remained an
unsolvable task for us to give a specific all-embracing definition to this
subject. We agreed therefore that what is essential to note is that,
considered from many angles, adult education caters for a wide
heterogeneous audience in terms of age, sex, profession, social status,
ethnic diversity, religious denominations and political affinity

Assessment
SAQ 1.1 (tests Learning Outcome 1.1)
Define adult education according to two (2) different scholars
Assessment

Bibliography
Omolewa, M. (1981) Adult Education Practice in Nigeria, Evans
Brothers (Nig.) Ltd., 5

Reading
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Study Session 2

Scope and Objectives of Adult Education
Introduction
In this study session, we will examine the scope and objectives of adult
education

Learning Outcomes
When you have studied this session, you should be able to:
2.1 discuss the scope of adult education
2.2 comment on the objectives of adult education
Outcomes

2.1 The Scope of Adult Education
Now we have known what adult education is all about. Therefore, we
should be able to explain the nature and contents of the course to another
person. As part of our effort in granting adult education its main and
rightful position, there is the need to go a step further by discussing the
scope and objectives of adult education.
Every individual has a purpose for doing certain things and also every
person has the limited capacity for doing certain things. For instance, the
main objective of an individual in attending any adult education
programme may be to acquire knowledge or to help him improve on his
vocation or to ensure elevation in position in his workplace or to have
opportunity for further studies and so on. Again, if you are asked, "Olu,
what is your drinking capacity?" The question expects you to give an
answer as to how many bottles of beer you can drink. Therefore, you are
likely to say, I can't take more than five bottles of beer or two bottles of
"Tonic Stout". The answers to these questions connote the aim of doing
certain things and their coverage or the extent you can go in performing a
particular task.
Be that as it may, we need to clarify right from the outset that adult
education, whether it is considered as an academic discipline or as a
professional practice, has a limitless scope, as far as individual,
community, state and national developments are concerned. In times of
social crises, adult education has an important part to play. For instance,
when a society finds itself in a dilemma, when values and orientations of
human beings are lost, the only answer to integrate the already
disintegrated social lives will be adult education programmes. Such
efforts will be geared towards the reformation, rehabilitation and
reconstruction of the society, using education, in all its ramifications, as a
weapon of reactivation, mobilisation and of creating awareness in its
citizenry. It is on record that Julius Kemberige Nyerere of Tanzania was
once deceived to ignoring the adolescents as part of his focal human
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elements for developmental efforts using adult education programmes.
He ultimately introduced the Universal Free Primary Education (UPE) in
November 1977 to complement his agile drive to eradicate illiteracy in
Tanzania. This is because direct focus on adults as a way of social
reformation, socio-economic and geo-political development never paid
off; rather, it amounted to the dissipation of energies and under-utilisation
of human resources in the use of adult education programmes in sporadic
ways to boost national development.
It will not be out of place to repeat here again as we did in study session
one that there is no human being who is not an agent of adult education.
This assertion boils down to the fact that there is no way that each
individual has no taste of adult education in one form or another. Even if
such person is dead, it is the belief system of the Yoruba’s that life
continues after death, hence education thrives too. This can be made clear
in the Yoruba epithet which goes thus "Ma j'okun, ma j'ekolo, nkan ti won
ba nje lorun ni ko ma ba won je" - meaning, eat neither millipede nor
earthworm, but eat consistently those things they eat in heaven". Since
none of us has been to heaven before, but basing our belief on the fact
that they do in heaven as we probably are doing on earth, it is a sufficient
comfort for us to accept that if here on earth we learn daily as we interact
with people and our environment, therefore the belief in life after death
cannot proceed without some learning encounters.
What we are saying here is that the scope of adult education cannot be
visibly demarcated as learning in whatever form is a continuous process.
For instance, a successful businessman who now goes to literacy class to
be able to read, write and calculate so that he would no longer thumbprint as well as to be able to keep his business accounts properly and
write letters with secret contents to his children without anybody helping
him is undergoing adult education programme. In the same vein, a
Professor of English in any university who gets to France only to
communicate with others on various issues with the aid of an
intermediary, who is then the interpreter, is an illiterate in the new
environment thus; he is in need of an adult education programme. The
same Professor who is now too robust and decides to shed weight by
learning how to play lawn tennis or learning how to type using the
typewriter is also undergoing some adult education programme. The food
vendor or the married woman who undergoes a short training on how to
prepare hygienic food for her customers or husband at home and the
nursing mother who goes for post -natal workshop on how to take care of
the children, are all undertaking adult education programmes.
This is not all. What do you think the farmer who is taught how to use
fertilizer to increase his productivity or the modern agricultural
techniques to have bumper harvest or the driver who attends a vocational
training course on how to reduce accident on our roads, are doing? They
are simply all undergoing adult education programmes in different forms.
Furthermore, a ten year old child , who has developed interest in
watching television now knows not only the names of the footballers in
Green Eagles with their different positions on the field but also the rules
of the game is basically undergoing adult education programme. This is
because he plays football always and can tell what a keeper does on the
field in comparison with the other players as well as the Linesmen and
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the Referee. The thirty years-old adult who only became an ardent
criminal like '"Anini the Terror" basically from his exposure to the
television where he learnt all the new foreign techniques of robbing
banks, snatching cars, using very sophisticated weapons, tricks and
absconding without any footmark or finger-print has also drawn from the
adult education training via the electronic media as part of the informal
adult education programmes.

Note

adult education transcends formal education premises and also extends
to all other forms of activities of the adolescents, adults or aged people,
provided such encounter adds to their knowledge and brings about social
change in the lives of every individual
As corroboration to our earlier definition of the scope of adult education,
Anyanwu (1980) asserts that adult education is a part of the wider process
of lifelong education, and includes fundamental, general, vocational,
professional, civic, social, cultural and procreative education for adults of
all ages. Thus, its span is very wide, both in the people served - young
and old, men and women, clever and less well endowed - and in the
activities which are subsumed under the title of adult education.
Adult education serves a multiplicity of purposes, for ease of explanation;
we shall break them down into two broad categories, starting from a
general premise before they are restrictively applied to Nigerian context.
1

In the first place, the discipline of adult education makes the
adults to be aware of their civic responsibilities to one another, to
the community, the state, the nation and the world at large. It is
through adult education that we can adequately educate illiterate
people why they should pay their taxes regularly in order to enjoy
the necessities of life rather than thinking that the government is
in better position and is expected by all means to provide all their
multifarious needs for them without any complimentary efforts
from the people themselves. To some group of people, voting
during any election is not a necessity but rather a favour to the
government. Whereas, it is essential for individual adults to vote
during elections so as to be able to elect the candidates of their
choice in order to avoid unpopular and undemocratic
government.

2

Through adult education, adults are made to be economically
more efficient. The enterprise motive in the individual is
somehow subjugated because of lack of awareness. Some people
run unprofitable ventures ignorantly. For instance, a business
woman sells her wares at Dugbe but lives at Molete while she
buys her wares from rural villages of IIesa. She starts a business
with about N500.00 and after three months her turnover becomes
N650, she certainly will jubilate for having made a quick profit
of N150. However, a literate trader, confirm to our hypothetical
seller at Dugbe, would probably analyse her purported profit of
N150 in this way. She wants to think of how much she paid for
rent every month over the three months, how much transport fare
she paid from Ibadan to rural villages of Ilesa and back, how
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much taxi fares she had expended on her daily trips to and from
her house and what is likely to have been her personal allowance
for the services rendered. It is from this that she would judge the
economic viability of the business.
3

Adult education will enable individuals to develop a sense of
responsibility and knowledge of how to proceed in making
personal adjustment to home life and family relationships. SAP,
for instance, has taught many of us series of lessons including
how to be frugal and how to rationalise things. In the past, people
believed that since children are gifts of God, they could continue
with procreation unabated, without family planning devices.
Even before the Federal Government's pronouncement on the
number of children to be reared per family, most parents were
already up to the task in the curtailment of the number of children
they rear.

4

With sound awareness, through adult education, it is hoped that
the promotion of health and physical fitness of individual will be
possible. People are no doubt apathetic to change. With the use of
appropriate channel through which information is disseminated to
people regularly, there is a storm assurance that the knowledge
gained will reflect in their attitude and would therefore change
them for the better. After all, it was through adult education
message disseminated via recording medium that many illiterate
were informed of the 1971 cholera epidemic disease. The release
of the record waxed by Chief Ebenezer Obey titled "Mo nowo mi
soke, cholera ma ma mu mi", (I've risen up my hands, and
cholera dare not afflict me), was also a step in this direction.
Hitherto, many lives were lost in ignorance - especially when
patients afflicted by the disease were kept at close range to the
logs of firewood emitting terrific heat while the patients were
covered with heaps of coverlet with concoction poured on their
heads at regular intervals.

5

In most of the activities undertaken, through adult education,
utilitarian ends are promoted. Adult education's objective is also
to provide the means of encouraging cultural development and
the appreciation of arts.

2.2 Objectives of Adult Education
Having discussed the scope and content of adult education earlier, it is
imperative to summarize objectives of adult education as follows:
1. To provide increased knowledge of the situation in Nigeria: When we
read, listen to the radio or watch programmes on the television or
attend symposia or workshops or panel discussion groups, on any
local, state, national, political, economic, social and educational
levels, we are being helped to widen our intellectual horizon to know
more things about our country.
2. To apply general principles to Nigerian problems, taking into account
experiences of the more developed countries and giving citizens of
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Nigeria every possible opportunity to think in a national context - in
order to keep Nigeria as one geographical entity. There are many
international programmes brought to this country in the areas of
economic, educational and political spheres, as a way of developing
our own system. Equally, there are many national programmes
embarked upon to bring about unity in diversity and guarantee
patriotism and sense of nationalism.
3. To upgrade those who are regularly employed and increase the
efficiency of workers on the job - prepare them to cope with changes
in technology and assist them to prepare themselves for jobs in the
new fields. Through such courses as conferences, workshops,
symposia organised from time to time for different levels and
categories of professionals in Nigeria, it is possible for them to
change accordingly in meeting with the changes that characterise any
dynamically unstable society such as ours. If one wants to move with
life and be able to integrate adequately with the latest life pattern in
all its ramifications, one must be prepared to accept adult education
programme to facilitate the easy adjustment.
4. To help illiterate adults to learn to read and write their own language,
enrich their minds and thereby play a fundamental role in their social
and political development. It is in line with the achievement of this
objective that the Federal Government launched the National Mass
Literacy Campaign on September 8, 1982. If many people are able to
read and write, there will be less of ignorance, political rancour,
ethnic chauvinism and abject poverty to mention a few. Why for
instance, should a rich man hire the services of thugs to be his bodyguards and even kill his political opponents with the payment of mere
N150.00 per month, provision of beer or marijuana to make the thugs
less humane? If we can see beyond our noses, those kinds of
problems will be corrected by adult literacy programme.
5. To prepare adults for post literacy in English and Arithmetic.
Literacy level cannot be achieved at the mere literacy point, rather, it
must extend to post literacy and even beyond. Literature must easily
be made readily available to the neo-literate so that they do not
relapse into illiteracy. After all, the first reading material – I WE
IROHIN - which was founded in 1859 by Henry Townsend in
Abeokuta was for dual purposes. First, to be able to extend the
frontiers of evangelism among people and secondly, to facilitate the
habit of reading so that people would not relapse into illiteracy and
thereby make provision for necessary personnel to be used by the
colonial missionaries.
6. To help school drop-outs to become productive participants in the
economy. Through such programmes, as Extra- mural, Continuing
Education and Vocational education, many people who would have
been a curse to their parents as well as liabilities to the government
had been helped to a stage of being active participants in the
productive system of this country. These people are those whose
educational attainment is highly deficient in securing paid
employment even before the present unemployment syndrome now
seriously biting hard on everyone. There is yet another group of
people who are in paid employment but who have almost been
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frustrated out of job because they could not make further
advancement due to lack of sufficient training. All these people
would require adult education to correct their imbalances as well as
rectify their deficiencies so that they could adequately be integrated
into the ever- changing society.

Study Session Summary

Summary

In this Study Session, we noted that there is the need for agenda-setting
function not only for individual life but also for national progress and
integration. In other words, we discussed the scope and objectives of
adult education as they are generally channelled towards achieving a
functional adult literacy, the literacy used by the beneficiaries to better
their own lot and the society in general.

Assessment
SAQ 2.1 (tests Learning Outcome 2.1)
What is the scope of adult education?
Assessment

SAQ 2.2 (tests Learning Outcome 2.2)
Give three objectives of adult education
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Study Session 3

Who is an Adult?
Introduction
In this study session, we will define who an adult is and explain the
various features of adult education

Learning Outcomes
When you have studied this session, you should be able to:
3.1 define what the term Adult is and discuss the features of an adult
education
Outcomes

Terminology
Adult

A person who is fully grown and developed, mature and
sensible.

3.1 Who is an Adult?
In the earlier study sessions, we delved into giving different meanings to
the definition of adult education and went further to discuss its
delimitation and objectives. In this study session, we want to focus our
attention on a particular group of clientele of adult education
programmes, and this will be the ADULTS. If you are scolded by your
parents, for instance that you came back home late on a particular day
and that you have almost caused pandemonium in the house regarding
your whereabouts and you retorted "why all the hues and cries about?
After all, I am a grown-up person with three children. Why don't you give
yourself some rest and leave me alone to my destiny as a mature man in
the society? All that you are probably trying to tell your parents is that
you are no longer a juvenile but an adult who could be left on his own to
live his own life, especially when you have started rearing children. If
you could be faced with such a problem within your immediate family
circle, only God knows what it will be like in your extended family, at the
community, state or national levels.
The need therefore, arises that we must be able to convince ourselves of
what we are and how relevant adult education programmes are to our
individual development. Our main task now is to find answers to such
questions as who is an adult. What are the distinguishing characteristics
of an adult from an adolescent? Why do people go for adult education
programmes? What are the conditions for promoting adult learning? And
so on.
Concept of adult has been defined by different authors and writers from
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different perspectives. Some authors used biological parameter in
defining it, while others use the chronological, historical, economic,
psychological, political and social parameters in defining who an adult is.

Note

Adults are different in learning from children because adults cannot be
made to learn. They will only learn when they are internally motivated
to do so. Adults will only learn what they feel they need to learn. In
other words, they are practical. Adults learn by doing. Active
participation is especially important to adult learners in comparison to
children
Adult learning is problem-based and these problems must be realistic.
Adult learners like finding solutions to problems. Adult learning is
affected by the experience each adult brings. Adults learn best informally.
Adults learn what they feel they need to know whereas children learn
from a curriculum. Children want guidance. Adults want information that
will help them improve their situation or that of their children (Canadian
Literacy and Learning Network, 2013).
Definitions of adulthood are often inconsistent and contradictory; a
person may be biologically an adult, and have adult behavior but still be
treated as a child if they are under the legal age of majority. Conversely,
one may legally be an adult but possess none of the maturity and
responsibility that may define an adult character. The term adult
additionally has meanings associated with social and legal concepts.
Bown (1979) and Ibeh (2008) see an adult as one who has achieved full
physical development and is expected to have the right to participate as a
responsible homemaker, worker and member of a society. Nzeneri (2002)
defines an adult as one who is physically and psychologically matured
and is socially, economically and politically responsible. According to
Adesanya (2005) the term adult is difficult to define because it varies
from one society to another and has changed over time. The boundaries
that determine who is considered an adult can depend on actions (i.e.
legal age to fight war, drive a car and vote amongst others), activities
(i.e., age that one can begin to work) and /or responsibilities (i.e.,
marriage age, age to begin supporting family). UNESCO (1976) gives a
recommendation of who an adult is: it is a person regarded by the as such
by the society to which he /she belong.
Adults are seen as more self-directed, rather than relying on others for
help, mature and therefore experienced with the experience providing a
rich source for learning, an Adult's readiness to learn is linked to what
one needs to know, adult orientation to learn is problem centred rather
than subject centered, adult motivation to learn is internal (Knowles,
Malcolm (1984).
Adulthood could be defined historically and cross-culturally as primarily
by the start of puberty (the appearance of secondary sex characteristics
such as menstruation in women, ejaculation in men, and pubic hair in
both sexes). In the past, a person usually moved from the status of child
directly to the status of adult, often with this shift being marked by some
type of coming-of-age test or ceremony (Robin, 2010).
The legal definition of entering adulthood usually varies between ages
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18–21, depending on the region in question but in Nigeria adulthood
started by 18years when an adult can vote and be voted for.
From the above definitions, we can conclude that although such variables
as age, social role, responsibility are identified as factors for determining
who an adult is, they are nonetheless not to define and describe who an
adult is.
ITQ
Question
Nzeneri (2002) defines an adult as one who is physically and
psychologically matured and is socially, economically and politically
responsible. YES/NO?
Feedback
The correct answer is YES because Nzeneri (2002)’s definition of an
adult is that an adult is one who is physically and psychologically matured
and is socially, economically and politically responsible

3.2 Characteristics of Adult Learner
In the next segment of this chapter, we shall be looking at the various
determinants or characteristics of an adult which can be used as universal
criteria, identify an adult in different societies.

3.2.1 Age or Chronological Criterion
Age is no doubt sometimes deceptive, particularly, when the
physiological maturity is at variance with the age of a given person. For
instance, a child of 12 may look very much like a child of 8 due to natural
gift, hereditary development or malnutrition. However, it is of importance
to note that this particular criterion has no uniform standard for effective
recognition of adulthood especially since it is variously defined in
different societies.
Thus, legally, the age at which one can be held liable for any criminal
offence, the age at which one can be registered as a voter or can be
considered eligible to contest for elective offices or be qualified to be
enlisted in the army varies from country to country. For instance, from a
legal point of view, an adult can be imprisoned while a juvenile can only
be sent to a reformatory home. In the same vein, an adult can sue or be
sued but the adolescent can only sue or be sued through his parents or
guardians. In supporting further the lack of Universal acceptance of age
factor in identifying an adult, Bown (1979) states that in many societies,
there is an age-grade system separating the 'youngman' from the 'elders',
and the laws of several countries may exact some adult responsibilities at
an earlier age than others. For example, the age at which a man is allowed
to be a soldier may be seventeen or eighteen whereas the age at which he
may vote or join a cooperative or raise a loan from the bank may be
twenty or twenty-one. It is a difficult yardstick to measure adulthood by
age because of its variation from country to country. For instance, in the
United States of America, a person is legally considered an adult when he
attains fourteen for the purposes of marriage, an adult at sixteen for the
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purpose of operating a vehicle, an adult at eighteen for the purposes of
exercising his voting rights, while he would only exercise his legal
instruments when he attains twenty-one.

In Canada, the marriage age, for instance, will be nineteen, but thirteen
and eighteen years respectively for marriage and voting purposes in
Nigeria
Tip

One can see that there is no uniformity in the few examples. Age of
marriage in Nigeria is 13, 14 in the U.S.A and 19 in Canada. This means
that an adult at 13 in Nigeria who is legally permitted to marry is still a
minor in the US while that of the USA at 14 is a minor in Canada with 19
to marry. The general applicability of age in terms of 12 calendar months
is only practicable among the elites in the urban centres while the rural
dwellers who are largely illiterates only mark their ages with important
events in their areas or in the country as a whole.

3.2.2 Biological Criteria
As a result of the improvement in the medical facility, coupled with the
nutritious diets, there is the forged personality about the correct
assessment of one's maturity level. In some societies, one is recognised as
an adult when one has developed maturational characteristics associated
with adulthood, such as the presence of hair in the pubic region, changes
in voice and body physique as well as development of breasts.

3.2.3 Mental Criterion
In a society like Nigeria, the individual is considered subjectively though
as a full-fledged adult through his good sense of judgment, especially
when he talks, accurate reasoning ability to know exactly what to do or
say at a particular situation without being told. It is not out of place to
emphasize that the environment under which one operates, the peer group
one interacts with and experience gained, can, put together, account for
differences in human behaviours. Although, we are used to such parlance
as 'juvenile delinquents' it is not an exaggeration to say that we most
often refer these days, to some group of mature people, as 'adult
delinquents' if only through their actions which might not be in
consonance with their societal expectations when their ages are
considered. In other words, people whose ages are well above thirty
sometimes behaved like a child of ten or even less. Such group of people
who fall into this category can only be safely labeled as being mentally
fixated while a child of twelve behaving wisely as a man of twenty-five
can be considered as having a high Intelligence Quotience.

3.2.4 Psychological Criterion
Life itself is a risk and most of our daily activities are challenged by risky
ventures. An outstanding and respected individual, even during the
medieval period, especially during the inter-tribal wars is that man whose
bravery, to face all odds in the interest of his society, is undaunted. The
demonstration by an individual of the acts of confidence in warding-off
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insults, in ensuring protection of his people including property and in
rearing his head out confidently, m tackling delicate and dangerous
threats can be classified as an adult no matter his age. Such altruistic
behaviours can be traced to the Japanese soldiers who engaged
consciously in risky war ventures in protecting their territorial boundaries
with the ultimate knowledge of either they die in the war front or come
back home victorious. There are even some elders judged by their age
and positions in the society who are hedonists and cowards to stick their
necks out, during any dangerous encounter, for the sake of the
community in which they live and enjoy. Sex dichotomy (male-female)
often leads to determining a person as a weaker and the opposite sex a
stronger person. For instance, it is a common parlance in Yoruba culture
that if a male should run away at the sight of a snake, whereas, a female
courageously ventures and kills the snake, she is already a strongmanwoman and capable adult who is psychologically balanced to face all
odds. Perhaps it is an endowment or that individual develops the ability to
absorb certain shocks without people seeing the traces of such shocks in
that person. The Yoruba believe in the epithet that a man would not die
twice; hence when you see those who are very resolutely committed to a
course of many people no matter the consequences, that person could be
considered as an adult. We must however be very careful in dogmatically
accepting this criterion because no matter how brave a person is in some
ethnic groups in Nigeria without job, he may not be respected for
anything while adulthood status will be accorded to a very rich and
successful individual no matter how cowardly he may be. Therefore, this
criterion, like many others can be judged as absolutely in identifying who
an adult is.

3.2.5 Social Criterion
Poverty has eaten deep into the socio-economic fabrics of the life of
peoples in most of the developing countries of the world, to such an
extent that parents have inevitably abandoned their normal parental
responsibilities to their children. Such offspring, at tender ages start to
fend for themselves. In other words, social criterion can become manifest,
when a person is responsible for the self and perhaps others and also
plays social roles like payment of tax, participation in community
development activities within and outside his place of birth, shouldering
family responsibilities, earning a living, getting married, building houses,
sponsoring children and relations in schools such people are regarded as
adults etc.
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3.2.6 Political Criterion
This can also be linked to chronological maturity. This is because in most
constitutions of the countries of the world, certain age levels have been
stipulated to be attained for any person seeking elective office. However,
in our traditional African system, a youth can be called upon, based on
his/her birth right and circumstances, to become a chief or regent He
therefore assumes the governance roles expected of the position he/she
finds him/herself. In Nigeria for instance, when the Deji (the traditional
ruler) of Akure died, his eldest daughter, a girl of about fourteen, who
was then undergoing her secondary school education was invited,
according to traditional law and custom, to assume the leadership of
Akure City as a regent, during a period of interregnum. She automatically
became the head and chairman of the council of chiefs composed of
people older enough to be her father. She had the final say on matters
affecting her subjects. Even though she had to consult with other older
members of the council of chiefs due to her insufficient experience on
traditional government of her territory, she had the overriding powers of
adjudication. Social respect in all aspects was due to her as older people
in the town had to prostrate or kneel down before her to greet her as a
sign of respect and command of authority attached to the position she was
occupying then.
ITQ
Question
The following are characteristics of adult learner except one
a.
b.
c.
d.

Psychological Criterion
Geographical criterion
Biological Criterion
Age or Chronological Criterion

Feedback
The correct answer is B which is geographical criterion

Study Session Summary
In this Study Session, we tried to define and describe who an adult is. In
the process, we examine some criteria used to measure adulthood, we
also recognised the limitations of each of the criteria
Summary
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Assessment
SAQ 3.1 (tests Learning Outcome 3.1)
Define an adult according to Adesanya (2005), Nzeneri (2002) and
Bown (1979)
Assessment

SAQ 3.1 (tests Learning Outcome 3.1)
List all the characteristics of adult learner
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Study Session 4

Adult Learning and the Process of Adult
Education
Introduction
In this study session, we will discuss the concept of adult learning. We
will also list the factors that could endear people to adult education
programmes and note that adult education is not a mandatory enterprise

Learning Outcomes
When you have studied this session, you should be able to:
4.1 relate adult learning to adult education and propose a number of
factors that can motivate adults to learn meaningfully
Outcomes

Terminology
Adult learning

The entire range of formal, non-formal and informal
learning. activities which are undertaken by adults after a
break since leaving initial education and training, and
which results in the acquisition of new knowledge and
skills.

4.1 Concept of Adult Learning
We are not new to the term adult education any longer but we are yet to
clearly get some terms one of which is adult education. Adult learning
refers to a collection of theories and methods for describing the
conditions under which the processes of learning are optimized (Merriam,
2001; Trotter, 2006; Yang, 2003).
Adult education, as an integral aspect of education is a learning process
whether formal , informal and non - formal which the adult person
engages in for better information, self and national development
(Onyenemezu, 2012).
Adult education emphasizes all forms of functional education
programmes for youths and adults outside the formal school
system. Such educational programmes include basic literacy programme,
post literacy programme, continuing education programme and
vocational education programme (F.R.N. 2008). These adult education
programmes are geared towards human and national development.
Onyenemezu (2012), submitted that adult education exerts enormous
influence on the larger society in terms of national development.
Fasokun (2006) observed that; adult education is concerned not with
preparing people for life, but rather, with helping/assigning people
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(adults) to live more successfully as useful and acceptable members of
their societies and contribute meaningfully to the development of those
societies.
Aderinoye (2004) described adult education as a process by which
persons who have terminated their initial cycle of continuous education
may undertake sequential and organized activities with the conscious
intention of bringing about changes in themselves with regard to
information, knowledge, understanding or skill appreciation and attitudes.

Note

The most important feature of adult learning is its diversity; the
multiplicity of the educational agents involved, the variety of
institutional and financial arrangements, the breadth of learning needs
an d the different ways in which people participate in educational
activities throughout the post - initial education life – span
Hence adult education is offered by a broad range of providers to
highly heterogeneous audiences. This diversity introduces a number
of variables that must be taken into account in economic studies of
adult education, which may range from public basic education
provided in the formal system of education to informal learning in the
work place and continuing education of highly skilled professionals.
The broad-scope adult education includes the wide range of learning
modes outside of the normal age-graded school system. It includes
formal classroom instruction and non-formal learning through discussion
groups, peer instruction and apprenticeships. It also embraces the
informal, self-initiated learning that takes place in family, work
settings and the society as a whole (Carman and McKeekeehn, 1985).
Bock & Bock, (1989) and Egunyomi (2008) was of opinion that
education remains the only principal vehicle for achieving national
development. It is the key to human development and the backbone
of any national development. At independence, most African
countries pledged to develop their economies to democratize their
political systems and to promote social justice among their peoples
(Ihejirika 2013). These aims require among other things the
broadening of educational opportunities especially adult continuing
education, for their fulfillment because adults are the major
occupants of the production sectors of the economy. Coombs (1989) and
A’Aeth (1975) described the situation of African development as an
educational dilemma. They have advocated the adoption of alternative
approaches such as adult and non - formal education, which continuing
education is a constituent component.
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ITQ
Question
Who described adult education as a process by which persons who have
terminated their initial cycle of continuous education may undertake
sequential and organized activities with the conscious intention of
bringing about changes in themselves with regard to information,
knowledge, understanding or skill appreciation and attitudes?
a.
b.
c.
d.

Fasokun (2006)
Onyenemezu (2012)
Merriam, 2001
Aderinoye (2004)

Feedback
The correct answer is D which is Aderinoye (2004)
It is the adult that constitute the functional human element of the industry.
This human element comprises people of diverse experience, educational
background, technical know-how, ability, belief and needs.

4.2 Why do Adults Participate in Adult Education Programme?
Before we capitalise on factors promoting adult learning process in adult
education programmes, it is equally pertinent to ask such question as why
do people go for adult education programmes? In spite of the fact that
adult education is a voluntary programme, participation of any individual
in any or all of its components is not still recommended for certain
reasons, which are discussed below.

4.2.1 Self Actualisation/Fulfilment
The ultimate goal of any adult education programme is to improve the
quality of life of the individuals. In a bid to achieve this laudable mission,
it is essential to assist people to adapt to change and give them full
development of their capabilities. In a similar vein, it helps a society
who’s adaptive and innovative functions are maximised through selfconfidence and vigour of its members to cope adequately with the geopolitical and socio-economic pressures of the times.

4.2.2 Lust after Knowledge
Human beings are hedonists who chase after comfort at all times but they
fear to accept responsibilities. People are highly apathetic to change, but
still wish to improve their individual conditions. The learning ability of
individuals could probably be to enable them socialise into their own
immediate environment, to have social status in the community in which
they live or become proud to read their children's letters or write letters to
their children, or at best to sign their cheques at the bank rather than
thumb-printing.
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4.2.3 Economic Benefits
Time changes everything and the more one can use one's common sense
in arriving at a decision, the better. Most of our fathers in Yorubaland, for
instance, are farmers while others from other parts of the country are
business minded people. Apart from having economic rewards, in terms
of promotion on the job, arising from additional educational acquisition,
people are apt to know how to calculate their market trend and assess
their profits or losses, rather than entrusting such activity to another
individual.

4.2.4 Understand Fundamental Rights
Considering our backgrounds, it is necessary in fact to embark on civic
and/or political education. It is not out of place to state unequivocally that
majority of our people in the Nigerian do not know their individual rights
in society. With civic education, one can become enlightened on what to
do, when and for how long.

4.2.5 Increased Efficiency
People are sometimes very parochial and therefore conservative. The
dogmatic view of "this is how it is always done" pervades the life of
many people to the extent that Heraclitus (1960) theory of dynamism is
never considered to be of any significance. For instance attending any
adult education programme, essentially by workers, will attune them to
the recent changes in work place including the technological
developments. In order to meet with the pace of development, exposure
to adult education programmes in form of seminars, conferences,
symposia, on-the-job training, etc., is an essential aspect of increased
efficiency and organisational performance
ITQ
Question
What are they reasons for adult education participation?
Feedback
The reasons are as follows:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.

Increased efficiency
Understand fundamental rights
Economic benefits
Lust after knowledge
Self-actualization/fulfillment

Study Session Summary
In this Study Session, we discussed the concept of adult learning. We
also listed the factors that could endear people to adult education
programmes, though adult education is not a mandatory enterprise
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Summary

Assessment
SAQ 4.1 (tests Learning Outcome 4.1)
What is Fasokun (2006)’s observation on adult education?
Assessment

SAQ 4.2 (tests Learning Outcome 4.2)
List the various participatory reasons why adult education is important
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Study Session 5

Factors Promoting Adult Education
Process
Introduction
In this study session, we will try to systematically highlight what factors
can be considered as essential ingredients for motivating adult learners to
learn.

Learning Outcomes
When you have studied this session, you should be able to:
5.1 identify the main factors that will generally promote adult learning
process
Outcomes

5.2 explain how those factors can actually be promoted

5.1 Factors to Sustains Adult Learning
There is no doubt that you have now been exposed to useful information
on this same topic of who an adult is, his characteristics, his learning
processes, why he participates in adult education programmes and the
likes, all under a single umbrella of Adults and Adult Education. What
we will therefore concern ourselves with in this study session is to review
against the background of our earlier lessons, what prevailing factors
could be sufficient inducements for promoting adult learning and
sustaining their loyalty to whatever adult education programme they may
be engaged in.
As an individual participant in the External Degree Programme of this
premier University you will see it, first as a honour, to have been selected
as one of the pioneering students of the laudable programme, and second
that it is a challenge to improve yourself academically, especially now
that the era of study- leave with or without pay to take-up a full-time
study has been thrown into oblivion with the present national economic
depression. Suffice it to say however that if certain conditions laid down
by the University authority will be unachievable to you, you may be
forced to take a decision to withdraw your candidature at no notice; after
all, you still have a certificate that qualifies you for drawing your monthly
salary for the services rendered at your respective places of work.
Education, employment and occupation, and household income were
consistently associated with participation in adult education. Adult
education discipline encompasses all education and training activities
undertaken by adults for professional or personal reasons.
National Policy on Education (2004) recognizes the place of adult
education and in its Section 6 states the goals of adult education as:
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1. to provide functional literacy and continuing education for adults
and youths who have never had the advantage of formal education
or who did not complete their primary education
2. to provide functional and remedial education for those young people
who did not complete secondary education
3. to provide education for different categories of completers of the
formal education system in order to improve their basic knowledge
and skills
4. to provide in-service, on the job, vocational and professional
training for different categories of workers and professionals in
order to improve their skills
5. to give the adult, education for public enlightenment

The just stated goals above are the main purpose of adult education in
Nigeria
Note

Adesanya (2006) everyone has to continue to learn throughout life in
order to survive and evolve in a world where each has to adapt to
constant changes which is more of development and advancement.
Adult learning occurs in a corporate environment involving a variety of
training processes. In addition to applying the various learning styles,
trainers/facilitators in such environments need to have a working skill set
to meet the demands of fast-paced, changing environments. Learning
opportunities for adults exist in a variety of settings ranging from a
formal institution to a place of employment. It is important to
acknowledge prior knowledge and experiences of learners, including their
ability to recognize their own skills as lifelong learners. (Merriam, 1999).
Knowles identified the six principles of adult learning outlined below.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Adults are internally motivated and self-directed
Adults bring life experiences and knowledge to learning experiences
Adults are goal oriented
Adults are relevancy oriented
Adults are practical
Adult learners like to be respected

Considerations for adult development and learning include biological and
psychological development (including deterioration and disease processes
that may occur) and sociocultural and integrative perspectives on
development (Merriam, 1999). While the most common reason for adults
to place themselves in a learning environment is a life-changing event,
once in that environment, there are many factors that affect the learning
experience. The most significant is referred to here as the briefcase
brought with them.
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Briefcase may include:
1. Life experience (including life altering events that affect cognitive
abilities)
2. Work experience (including development of thinking patterns
based on this experience)
3. Positive/negative previous adult learning experiences
4. Performance affectors, including cognitive abilities
5. Time between learning interactions
6. Aging factors
Such factors, which again are not exhaustive, have been given below at
adult literacy programme

5.1.1 Adult Experience
The adult is blessed with abundant wealth of experience even before his
decision to join the adult literacy class or continuing education
programme. Unlike the secondary and primary school pupils, who are
unaware of why they attend schools, the adult learners have
comparatively richer experiences. In Kidd's (1959) differentials, adult
learning experience has been considered from the following premises:
a. Adults have more experiences
b. Adult has different kinds of experiences
c. Adult experiences are organised differently
This is to say that apart from adults sexual and social experiences which
mark them apart off from children, they also have varying job
experiences. Past experiences provide life examples for generalization to
deal with present circumstances and situations.

5.1.2 Specific Needs
In the formal school system, the curriculum is planned in such a way as to
suit the need of a state or country such as the recent 9-3-4 education
system and not essentially what the pupils want to learn. Conversely
however, the adult learner has his own definite desires which he intends
to achieve. In order to be able to achieve the initial as well as the overall
success in any adult education programme, the multi-farious needs of all
the adult learners must be met in order of priority. For example, while a
cocoa farmer may be interested in learning the methods of preventing
blackpod disease in his plantation, some other farmers may be keen about
how to be literate so as to write to and read letters from their children.
Yet another group may want to understand the logistics of weighing their
products, do some calculations for the sake of earning more profits as
well as to sign their cheques at the bank rather than the system of thumbprinting. In order to be able to conveniently prioritize adult needs, it
behooves the adult educator to carry out a basic baseline study which will
ultimately review the adult needs and which can thereafter be
synchronised for realistic implementation.
It must be noted that if any programme does not take direct cognisance of
individual needs, such a programme is doomed to failure right from the
outset. This is because, according to, Ruth Benedict (1970), the direct
object of an individual's effort in a group goal, will to a great extent, be
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influenced and determined by whatever immediate personal reward that
might accrue to such individual from his participation in such a task. In
order words, the courses offered in such a programme must have direct
relevance to the needs and aspirations of the adult learners. This is
because an adult learner is interested more on immediate personal reward
to whatever effort made than the group benefit.

5.1.3 Attendance
In the elementary school, there is rigid adherence to pupils' attendance at
the school.
The teachers mark daily register and any student who has consistently
absented himself from school without any just cause is seriously
disciplined. In the contrary, attendance of adults at any adult education
programme is basically voluntary as there is no legal compulsion attached
to it. In order to avoid a serious mortality rate, the facilitator must ensure
that the free periods of the learners are only utilized without infringing
unnecessarily with their work periods. It is equally essential for the adult
educator to provide motivating factors which enable learners to be
interested to wish to continue on the programme. For instance, in Udi
Experiment, Omolewa (1981) reported that in order to encourage
attendance and participation in adult literacy classes, learners were given
lead pencils and exercise books as an incentive to regular participants.

5.1.4 Physical Environment
Often, effective teaching and learning process is vitiated because of poor
physical factors. It is essential that adult learners have enough warmth,
ventilated classrooms and better sitting facilities. In the event of
unconducive learning physical environment, adult learners might become
depressed and be unwilling to continue on their programme. In addition
to this is the problem of distance. Any identified learning centre for an
adult education programme must not be too far from the reach of the
learners. If any learner has to trek several kilometers or spend much
money on taking transport to and from the learning centre for a long
period or time, he might be discouraged continue his adult literacy
programme.

5.1.5 Social Environment
Among the variables determining participation in adult literacy classes, as
identified by Okedara (1981), include social integration and opportunity
to mix with other people, not only to express oneself and have the sense
of belongingness but also as a way of reducing tension. A majority of
adult learners are curious to have social contact within the class. In this
respect, the teacher can act as a catalyst in order that the class members
may get to know one another.
According to Stephens and Roderick (1971), good relations between class
members will go a long way in producing a good working environment in
which proper education can really take place. There must be student’s
involvement within the group, as well as teachers’ involvement with the
students. As student social needs have to be served within the class, it is
preferable to aim at processes of group learning rather than a two-way
relationship between the teacher and an individual learner. With
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increasing success in the matter of the social environment of the class, the
group may well need expression of its existence as an entity. Based on
those factors such as age and experience, the adult learners can be
psychologically elated by having shared tea-breaks or class parties or
excursions.

5.1.6 Class Duration (Time)
Many studies which include that of Sorenson (1933), Dyer (1956) have
argued in support of the fact that adult learners should equal potentials to
learn even better than the youth. This is because from the outset, they are
quite aware of their educational needs. The age and their life experience
can also be an added advantage. In Herbert Sorenson's report on the
comparative abilities of the adult learners and the formal school system
learners as quoted by Kidd (1959) he noted that: "The evidence indicates
that the measured abilities of extension and non-extension students are
essentially equal. In some Universities, the extension students have
higher abilities and in others, the full-time students are slightly superior;
but the differences are not very large at any University. They do indicate,
however, that any existing superiority is found within the adult groups."
In contrast, however, it is not an over-statement to think that the brain of
the adult learner is by no means richer than the youth but that is likely to
be saturated with too many unrelated information and therefore make its
functioning for academic purpose a strenuous task. For instance, the adult
learner has a lot of demands for his time. He not only considers himself
to, old to learn but he thinks time is scarce to be devoted to endless
learning. Hence, he hoards time rather than spends it. There is the
possibility for an adult learner to spend a greater proportion of the lecture
period sleeping, especially if he is bored when particular class duration
has been unduly prolonged. In essence, not only should an adult educator
ensure participatory class sessions in other to carry along his clienteles,
he must also consider time factor. In other words, the class meetings must
not be too frequent and the duration must not be too long; otherwise, the
boredom associated with such long class periods may manifest itself in
subsequent withdrawals or sleeping adult learners during class meetings.

5.1.7 Teaching Methods
It is very essential for an adult educator to know from the outset that there
are differences between adult learner and the school pupil. For instance,
an adult learner will no longer accept imposed discipline as a child will.
Therefore, adult learners must be seen as partners in progress and not as
passive receivers or robots without any knowledge. In other words, they
have gained some useful experiences and hence, their minds are not like
the John lock’s coined famous metaphor about the baby's mind being a
"Blank Slate" or "Tabular Rasa".
It is not realistic to suggest any hard and fast rules regarding the selection
of adult teaching methods. Nonetheless, such teaching encounter must be
arranged in a progressive manner based on known to unknown, specific
to general, concrete to abstract and easy to more difficult topics. This is
the only way by which a facilitator can arrest and sustain for long the
interest of the adult and avoid withdrawal.
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Within the framework of an adult class, there will be ample scope to try
various teaching techniques in an effort to achieve a satisfactory
programme from the view point of both the teacher and the learner. The
selection of a suitable teaching method can be preceded by the adult
teacher asking himself such questions as: What is expected from the class
by both the teacher and the learners? Who are the learners? What are their
interests and needs? What are their educational levels and social
standards? Where do they live and what are their occupations? When they
are most freely available to attend adult education programme? To decide
upon a particular method without attempting to answer such questions
and others that might readily come to the mind of the adult educator will
undoubtedly make the task for the teacher considerably harder and the
result will also be less satisfactory. The teacher should also not fail to
keep a record of each learner's progress. Such records need not be
elaborate but might well include a regular assessment of the learners'
work by the teacher. Above all, an adult teacher must eschew formality in
dealing with the adult learners and ensure flexibility of teaching approach
in order to achieve the objectives of his task as a facilitator in adult
education programmes.
ITQ
Question
List the factors that can promote adult education process
Feedback
These factors include:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.
vi.
vii.

Adult Experience
Specific Needs
Attendance
Physical Environment
Social Environment
Class Duration (Time)
Teaching Methods

Study Session Summary

Summary

In this Study Session, we tried to systematically highlight what factors
can be considered as essential ingredients for motivating adult learners
to learn. We dealt with such factors as adult experience, specific needs,
attendance, physical and social environments as well as class duration
and the methods of teaching. We concluded therefore that there is no
clear-cut clarification of which of the factors is to be applied at whatever
period and for whatever programme. Our contention is that virtually all
the factors are essentially valuable and could be applied in the teachinglearning encounter by the adult educator while on the field.
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Assessment
SAQ 5.1 (tests Learning Outcome 5.1)
Identify the six principles of adult learning by Knowles
Assessment
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Study Session 6

Foundation Disciplines of Adult Education
1: Humanistic Philosophy
Introduction
In this study session, we will try to show to the students the relevance of
philosophy, History and Language to adult education.

Learning Outcomes
When you have studied this session, you should be able to:
6.1 comment and see the relevance of philosophy, history and language
to adult education.
Outcomes

Terminology
Humanistic
philosophy

Ethical stance that emphasizes the value and agency of
human beings, individually and collectively, and generally
prefers critical thinking and evidence (rationalism,
empiricism) over acceptance of dogma or superstition.

6.1 Humanistic Philosophy as a Foundational Discipline of Adult
Education
The corner stone of the practice of adult education is based on a solid
premise of multi-disciplinary and cross-cultural field. As we opined in the
opening study sessions, adult education is yet a relatively new discipline
that draws from all other fields of study. In this study session, we want to
consider the foundation discipline of adult education from the humanistic
point of view. In essence, what are the roles and inputs of certain
disciplines in humanities that aid the efficient functioning of the course?
In this respect, we will be considering among many other disciplines in
humanities, philosophy history linguistics.

6.1.1 Values
Adult education, as one of the practical human activities, raises many
problems, some of which can be described as philosophical. From a
value-base point of view, philosophers are very conscious of making or
arriving at a definite conclusion about issues. Because, just like scientists,
philosophers work methodically in analyzing issues and ideas in terms of
what 'ought to be' in contrast to what actually is in practice. Under this
value dimension, one can raise more fundamental issues on problems of
the adequacy and relevance of the aims and objectives of adult education
in practice at a particular point in time and in a particular place. Another
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universal characteristic of philosophical activity is analysis and
clarification, the ultimate aim of which is to make people more conscious
and aware of what they are doing, and to facilitate communication and
ready agreement among people who are engaged in the activity. This,
according to Akinpelu (1981), may be directed towards two ends:
1. towards defining in clearer and more precise terms the concepts of
'jargons' commonly in use in the activity concerned; and
2. towards probing and articulating the usually unstated premises and
assumptions behind practice.
On the final note of the universality of philosophy, continued Akinpelu is
that it is an open-minded (objective) attitude and healthy scepticism
(doubt) on the part of philosopher. In essence, philosophy naturally is
averse to taking things for granted, an attitude of skepticisms which
regards no conclusion as final and every matter, however apparently
closed, is considered and regarded as open to further questions and
analysis. He concluded that if it is kept at this healthy stage, this is an
attitude and approach that can promote new knowledge; it is the
dialectical method of obtaining new knowledge out of the wreckage, of
the old ones.
The major noteworthy contribution of philosophy to the growth of adult
education is that of its objective analysis of issues and clarification of
concepts. It is not out of place to caption philosophy as the mother of all
other academic disciplines. This is not only because of its objective
analysis of issues without arriving at what is the best, without bringing
into the focus problem of bias, but also that it is virtually a recurring label
in all other disciplines, such as philosophy of education, philosophy of
religion, philosophy of communication, philosophy of politics and
individual life philosophies.
The whole area of coverage makes philosophy a unique area of academic
study. Before embarking on any national policy or programme, the
underlining philosophy of the operations as objectives must be stated in a
clearly measurable terms. Since there is no clue for a right or a wrong
path to follow which can be advised by a philosopher, the field of
philosophy remains so meticulous and therefore not susceptible to
making errors of judgment on fundamental national or personal issues.

6.1.2 History
How would you relate to people if you are asked to describe the role of a
historian in adult education? Your expectation perhaps would be that of
storytelling of the past, especially talking with dates. Far from this belief,
historians are repositories of knowledge about our past as it relates with
the present in other to make possible predictions about the foreseen-able
future.
To Collingwood (1889-1944) "all knowledge is historical knowledge" or
at the very least, all types of knowledge may be looked at from a
historical point of view. Happenings of today would be stories tomorrow
and in order to up-date our knowledge of the past so as to guide against
any recurrence of our past mistakes; we should history as an enviable
course of study.
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Many things do happen in adult education across national and
international boundaries and through historical data, they are made alive
to us and we also practically replicate them for our own use. A people
without a past are not to be considered as surviving. In order to guarantee
the transmission of our cultural heritage from one generation to another,
there must be historical record, lest they become forgotten.
How could it have been possible to know, for instance that Mass Literary
Education was first conducted, even if on a small scale, as early as
1940s? Why does the Federal Government adopted series of political
structures from parliamentary to presidential, from multi-party to two
party system etc. From data regarding the past events, we learn daily to
adjust to the changing conditions in our society.

History is a primary source of data collection and could not be falsified
because reading about great people and great countries can sufficiently
motivate us to aspire to the level of greatness
Tip

Perhaps, the educational policies that we have been operating are not
basically our making but are borrowed ideas from other countries where
they have been used to achieve success. When and where a particular
programme failed the records of when it failed, why it failed and how it
failed are historical data, which may guide the future operators of such
systems in order to avoid falling prey once again.
One can read how adult education started in such countries as Cuba,
Tanzania, Denmark, Nicaragua, Brazil etc. and the efforts made through
different forms of adult education programme including Mass Literacy
Campaign to ensure the development of the adult literacy programmes in
such countries. The planning strategies, the objectives and the
implementation programmes will be on record and can be consulted from
time to time for utilisation. In essence, historians help to make issues
clearer and put things into correct perspectives for the sake of future
reference and comparison in order to make better judgment.

6.1.3 Language
Linguistics, the science of language, has a direct and very important
bearing on adult education. At the most basic level, it hardly needs saying
that adult education, like any other forms of education, requires the use of
language; and this immediately raises a number of fundamental
questions. What language or languages are to be used for in education formal and non-formal? If more than one language is to be used, then in
what spheres and at what levels should each be used? What should
language be used for in adult education?

Note

As human animals, some of the distinguishing features that made us to
be a more superior animal to other animals include perhaps our ability to
think through the use of the more expanded brain capacity and major
consideration is the ability to communicate verbally with one another
The essence of communication is to ensure clarity of purpose and ensure
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understanding of one another through interaction in unambiguous terms
fashion. The major area where language is necessary is in the literacy
level. Whether we consider our educational encounter from the formal or
informal premise, we need to be able to effect some changes in individual
perception through exchange of ideas via verbal communication.
One of the problems we have in Nigeria, however, is the plurality of
languages. According to Stanford Research Report of 1979, Nigeria has
about 395 languages spoken in different parts of the country. One
wonders how that number can any longer be tenable now considering the
ethnic diversities with which Nigeria is made up. Not only in literacy
programme alone do we require language, we can think of better
language coding in the Community Development Programme of Adult
Education. The better use of language will lead to effective understanding
of one another and work towards joint effort in achieving a group goal.
Not only is it necessary to know how to communicate alone, we must
always show empathy in the ways we communication. Communicate
encounter must be a two-way flow rather than one-way directionality,
considering the effect of the multiplicity of languages in Nigeria; it
becomes essentially too difficult to be able to utilize a channel of
communication to disseminate a vital social change message to all the
heterogeneous audience. It was suggested one time by a language scholar
that the Nigerian languages be fussed into one under the label of
''WASOBIA". As good as this postulation could be, the fact is that it
would take a large number of agile and erudite linguists in Nigeria not
less than a decade and a half to achieve that golden mission. This is
because ethnic chauvinism seems to be over-riding national interest and
therefore each faction seems to be claiming undue superiority and
objecting to serve under the umbrella of the other.

ITQ
Question
When did Mass Literary Education first start?
a. 1930s
b. 1840s
c. 1940s
d. 1830s
Feedback
The correct answer is 1940s even though it was in a small scale
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Study Session Summary

Summary

In this Study Session, we showed to the students the relevance of
philosophy, History and Language to adult education. We noted again
that people that wonder on why we need these disciplines in adult
education, are still lacking the fact that adult education, as we have said
earlier on, is a multi-disciplinary fields of study. Therefore, we should
have no doubt that these three disciplines remain the corner stone of
effective national development that help us to use adult education as a
tool. Lastly, we agreed that people without a philosophical orientation,
historical antecedent and a means of communication will forever remain
static, underdeveloped and without any future.

Assessment
SAQ 6.1 (tests Learning Outcome 6.1)
What is the major noteworthy contribution of philosophy to the growth
of adult education?
Assessment
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Study Session 7

Foundation Disciplines of Adult Education
II: Social Sciences
Introduction
In this study session, we will review the different positions and
contributions of some foundation disciplines in adult education. We will
also see to the acceptance that our treatment have not been exhaustive
and therefore expecting students to do more critical thinking in areas as
sociology, anthropology and mass communication to mention a few of
other disciplines, and see how they can feature in adult education
programmes

Learning Outcomes
When you have studied this session, you should be able to:
7.1 state how courses/disciplines such as sociology, anthropology and
mass communication impart on adult education
Outcomes

7.1 Social Sciences as a Foundational Discipline of Adult Education
In the previous study session, you will recall that we dealt with some
humanistic disciplines that have direct inputs in the operations of adult
education programme. In the present study session, we intend to complete
the other dimension of the foundation courses in adult education. This
time around, we want to consider disciplines from the social sciences. We
are optimistic that by now, you will be less worried .why these academic
areas are brought into adult education practice. You will remember that
from the outset, we claimed that adult education can be considered from a
systemic field, drawing inputs from various disciplines.

7.1.1 Economics
As part of the economic jargons, we believe that no matter how good the
production of a commodity is, it may not be considered as a finished
product until it gets to the final consumers at least for the required or
expected utilitarian purpose.
The input of an economist is very essential in adult education in order to
give the financial implications of whatever venture in adult education, and more specifically to be able to assess the cost-benefit analysis and
cost-effectiveness of any investment. For instance, the cost aspect is very
crucial to adult education organisers; if there is going to be, for example,
a continuing education centre is to be established, the economists need to
tell us how much it will be required for the rental fee of the centre or for
erecting one's own building, the payment of honoraria to teachers,
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material requirements in the centre, such as chairs, tables, stationery
items and so on. This will determine how much a student will be charged
per subject over a period.
If it is a literacy programme, where adult participants are actually not
expected to pay any money but that the expectation of the organizer is the
impact such a programme will have on the clientele, this also requires
planning and costing. For instance, some of the literacy classes organised
by the Department of Adult Education, University of Ibadan, are
supposed to last for three years for the adults to be able to sit for the First
School Leaving Certificate (Primary Six) which ordinarily should have
lasted six years.

Note

It is on record that majority of participants (from the department of adult
education, university of Ibadan) who had passed through the programme
not only passed their Primary Six Leaving Certificate creditably well,
but also the personal actualisation did take place in their life ambition.
Not only that the economy of time (that is, 3 years instead of 6 years) has
been achieved apart from the conservation of money in terms of the
salaries and wages which would have been paid to the teachers in a
formal school system. In addition to this, there is the advantage of
increased productivity in the national production of goods and services as
the adults are not in any way disturbed from their daily duties whether as
farmers, artisans or government workers.
Apart from the pride of the individuals who now can read, write and
calculate, the tendency might have been there, if not for the state of the
economy, for such beneficiaries of Adult Literacy Programme to have
enjoyed promotion in their respective places of work or to be able to
change occupational lines. More importantly, however, the individual
derivative of efficiency, proficiency and knowledgeable outlook and
orientation in whatever they do can be of economic value to the
beneficiaries.

7.1.2 Psychology
Many individuals have different perspectives of life and also possess
different states of mind regarding events occurring around them. The
psychological states of mind of some people are at very low level while
some others demonstrate maturity in dealing with various situations. It is
a state of mind, which assures society that an individual is no more a
child.
As adults grow old, many changes start to manifest in them, these
changes include the visual power, the mental alertness, patterns of
movement, and hearing ability
Note

The rate at which a child of 15 can learn will be less than a man of 30 but
may be greater than the adult of 60 and above. The learning here is not
experimental, but the rate and volume of information assimilation
including ability to recall events.
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As a psychologist, one will be careful about the drawing of curriculum
for them so as to take cognisance of their old age disabilities. It is not
possible for the adults to attend endless classes. They should be treated
not as students per se, but as partners in progress with bundle of
experience. In a nutshell, different motivating programmes must be
planned for the adults so as to reduce mortality rate as well as to create
interest and loyalty in them towards the programme. Clapping at the
elementary school during class sessions is a form of reward for performer
students as motivation to reinforce their learning ability. It is also on
record that the first literacy programme organized in Nigeria in the 1940s
which is normally regarded as the "Udi Experiment" was backed up by
the gift of a lead pencil and exercise book to enable learners cultivates the
habit of reading and writing.
The guidance and counseling activities of the psychologists will go a long
way in building the assurance of the learners for a reward expectation. No
matter what happens, the desire of a psychological input in adult
education is to create a conducive atmosphere in the adults whereby their
mental maturity can be developed, interest to have a continuous
sustenance of the programme created and ability to pursue their studies
relentlessly, under a peaceful environment, enhanced.

7.1.3 Political Science
Man is a political animal, so goes the saying that man is seen in this
height mainly because of his increasing desire to organise his human
environment for the purpose of achieving order, which he hopes, would
lead to social stability and progress.
In practice, politics is an essential determining factor in the operation of
governmental activities. This is because, at the grassroots level, such as
home, element of politics will be employed in taking policy decisions that
have far reaching effects on the structure, function and continuity of the
home. People are naturally apathetic to change, even though all run for
security and comfort without the interest to accept responsibilities.
That people's apathy is obviously demonstrated in their unwillingness to
complement governments' efforts, because to them, government should
provide for them, all the paraphernalia of life
Note

With tact and ability to convince other, and lobbying, if you like, most
people in the rural areas can be mobilised to develop themselves as well
as contribute significantly to the development of their areas. However, in
order to achieve this goal, one must be able to understand the people,
their value orientations, their belief systems, their lines of
communication, their kingship patterns, their political learning and
religious differences. All these will enable any adult education facilitator
to have a successful execution, especially when the people that matter
within such an environment are carried along, right from the beginning in
the area of planning, directing, coordinating and executing such adult
education programme. By this token, they will see the programme as their
own programme because of the participatory advantage they have rather
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than super-imposing such programme on them from above, whether or
not, it is in consonance with their present and immediate needs.
ITQ
Question
the first literacy programme organized in Nigeria in the 1940s which is
normally regarded as the "Udi Experiment" was backed up by the gift of a
lead pencil and exercise book to enable learners cultivates the habit of
reading and writing. TRUE/FALSE?
Feedback
The correct answer is TRUE

Study Session Summary

Summary

In this Study Session, we reviewed the different positions and
contributions of some foundation disciplines in adult education. We
however accepted that our treatment have not been exhaustive and
therefore we expect students to do more critical thinking in such areas as
sociology, anthropology, and mass communication, to mention a few of
other disciplines, and see how they can feature in adult education
programmes

Assessment
SAQ 7.1 (tests Learning Outcome 7.1)
What are the other foundational disciplines, which could be drawn from
adult education under the social sciences?
Assessment
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Study Session 8

Different Forms and Components of Adult
Education I: Traditional Education
Introduction
In this study session, we will discuss what traditional education has done
to reshape individual lives, to restructure the society by shunning
indolence, abhorring theft and thuggery, encouraging respect and
peaceful co-existence.

Learning Outcomes
When you have studied this session, you should be able to:
8.1 examine the differences between traditional and modern education
Outcomes

8.1 Forms and Components of Adult Education in Traditional
Education
In the previous study session, we dealt with areas, which we can safely
refer to as the pillars of Adult education. In the next few study sessions,
we will be showing the practical forms of adult education and some
related issues. Before we go ahead, it is pertinent to give a clear overview
of what constitutes education, whether such a concept is looked at, from
the indigenous/traditional or modern/western perspective. This is
essential so that we can have a basis for comparing the features and
operations of one particular form of adult education with another.
Three main educational traditions, the Indigenous, Islamic and the
Western educational traditions are known to have flourished at various
times in Nigeria. Each type of education served its purpose for its
consumers but also had its problems. Even in these days of western-type
education, and at this dawn of the new millennium, our educational
system is still beset with numerous problems in spite of the progress so
far made (Mkpa, 2015).
Education is a means of transmitting ones culture from one
generation to another. It is a process of bringing about a relatively
permanent change in human behaviours (Adeyemi and Adeyinka
2002:1-2). As one of the oldest industries in human history, education
is therefore the main instrument employed by the society to
preserve, maintain and grapple with its social equilibrium; hence a
society’s future depends largely on the quality of its citizens’
education. It could be therefore asserted that educational system existed
in African society prior to the European invasion of the continent.
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Therefore, Mara (2006), opines that African traditional education
aimed at inducting the member s of the society into activities and mode
of thought that conduced to norms and values of the society. Mara,
further maintains that African societies were noted for her cultural
heritage which was preserved and transmitted from generation to
generation through a system of traditional education (1-2).
Accordingly, the process of education in African traditional society
was intimately ingrained in the social, cultural, artistic, religious and
recreational life of the community.
Notably, the ideas of schooling and education were integrated in
the traditional system. The traditional system of education
incorporated the ideas of learning skill, social and cultural values and
norms into its purpose and method. Hence in African traditional
society, the education of her progenies started at birth and
continued to adulthood (Murray 1967:14).
Watkin (1943:666-675) and Ociti (1973:72-75) described African
traditional system of education as education that prepared one
for ones responsibilities as an adult in his home, village or tribe.
Note

Traditional education, is the process by which every society attempts to
preserve and upgrade the accumulated knowledge, skills and attitudes in
its cultural setting and heritage to foster continuously the well being of
mankind. The content of the curriculum of traditional education was very
comprehensive and based on the philosophy underlying the various job
responsibilities in society.
African traditional education has been variously described as
indigenous, pre-colonial and informal or community based education.
The descriptions were predicated on the fact that there were no
schools of the modern type and no professional teachers as found
in the modern system. However, there were certain centers of initiation
and the adult members of the community served as teachers. Though, the
traditional system lacked the modern classroom setting under the
guidance of a teacher, though it is characterized by the absence of
student/pupils with uniform, regimentation and permanent teachers,
however it served its purpose at the time. This is because it was
essentially practical training designed to enable the individual to play
useful roles in the community (Scalon 1964:72).
Although the traditional education offered by the community was
comprehensive such that it provided training in physical, character,
intellectual, social and vocational development, it however had its
limitations. For one thing, in the absence of writing, people depended on
the power of their memories to facilitate the retention and transmission of
all learned ideas to future generations. But memory could fail, and in the
event of the death of a custodian of some useful information or skill, all
was lost. There were, however, little or no cases of unemployment.
African philosophy of traditional education was quite pragmatic and
aimed at providing a gate w ay to the life of the community. It
was based on the philosophy of productivity and functionalism. Therefore
Mara (1998), further avers that though there were few theoretical
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abstractions, but the main objective of traditional education was to
inculcate a sense of social responsibility of the community to the
individual members, who were becoming contributing members of the
society. Hence one of the major features of traditional education was
apprenticeship model of learning, whereby people learned under masters
(72). The traditional education is therefore a process by which every
society attempts to preserve and upgrade the accumulated
knowledge, skills and attitude in its cultural setting and heritage to
foster continually the well-being of mankind. The content of the
curriculum was quite comprehensive and based on the philosophy
underlying the various job responsibilities in the society. However,
the curriculum could be broadly classified into two realms, namely,
physical and moral educations. Nevertheless, both realms of education
are inseparably intertwined.
The African traditional education curriculum, though not
documented, was quite elaborate and embraced all aspects of human
development
Note

The content of curriculum include: mental broadening, physical
fitness,
moral
uprightness, religious deference, good social
adjustment and interaction. Basil (1969) and Mara (2006), maintain
that both children and adolescents took part in such activities as
wrestling, dancing, drumming and acrobatic display (15-17). In
traditional African societies, the main emphasis of education was on
‘mastery-learning’ (Ociti, 1973:16). In this direction, individual training
incorporated of various social values as honesty, respect for other people
property and right to and the dignity of labour. Hard work and
productivity, self-reliance and collective orientation towards the maintenance
of social values and social order, were however at the epi-centre of
African traditional education.
In respect to vocation, children were taught farming, fishing,
weaving, cooking, hunting, knitting, building of houses, mat making
and forging of local farm implements. The main focus of African
vocational education was the preparation of African child for his/her
responsibilities in the community (Scanlon 1964:3). In his own
contribution, Warkins (1945), describes the African educational institute
as ‘the bush school’ (666-675). The reason for the description was
that before initiation into the adult life, most African communities take
the neophytes outside
their community of social comfort to a
seclusion, often in the bush areas of the community. Commenting on
this special institution, Block (1973) writes that the training given to the
youths prepared them for military, family, agricultural and cultural
progress... The length of training of the boys differ from those of the
girls, but usually takes several years before a boy is passed from
adolescence into adulthood...and failure was virtually non-existent,
every effort was made, encouragement given, incentive provided to
make sure that even the most coward goes through, say the
circumcision process (30-36).
Basil (1969), provides another dimension to understanding the African
traditional educational institution, as he writes, ‘one of the major
avenue s through which African youth received his or her education
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was and still today is in some quarters, during several grades or
initiation ceremonies (81-85). He gives an apt description of the rite
among the Tiriki community in Kenya, East Africa thus: Until you are
ten or so, you are counted as a small boy with minimal social duties,
such as herding cattle. Then you will expect with some trepidation to
undergo initiation to manhood by a process of schooling, which lasts
about six months and punctuated by ritual examinations. Selected group
of boys are entered for this schooling once every four or five years... All
the initiates of a hut eat, sleep, sing, dance, bathe, do some handicraft and
so on, but only when commanded to do so by their counselor, who will be
a man under twenty five... circumcision gives it’s ritual embodiment
within the first month or so, after which social training continues as
before until schooling period was completed, then comes ceremonies at
which elders teach and exhort, the accent now being on obedience to
rules which have been learned. The Tiriki social charter is thus explained
and then enshrined at the centre of man’s life (81- 85).
Among the Igbo people of Eastern Nigeria (Okoro Culture...2009),
reports of the same process of initiation for youths, who have attained the
stipulated age, as he noted that the attainment of adulthood is prepared
for an d celebrated in Igbo culture (22-34). In this culture , their
induction into the adult world, the young adult was expected to embark
on a life of personal industry, achievement and responsibility. It is
this spirit of self-reliance, self-achievement and personal industry that
frequently drives the Igbo person to embark on legitimate sojourn and
adventure in the quest for
community recognition. This spirit of
adventure is inculcated in the Igbo person during the long period of
training and education.

The main method of teaching in the traditional education system was
learning by doing and story-telling which was employed effectively in
teaching local history to the young ones
Tip

The process of inculcating in-depth knowledge and understanding of the
ethics and principles of traditional medicine, or cultism was restricted to
certain families and training for these was done through apprenticeship
system. Practical objects were handled by the learners during the course
of their training. Assessment of learners' performances was on a
continuous basis (an idea that is being revisited in contemporary
educational system today). A practical test relevant to the learners'
experiences and level of development was the final examination.
It is important to note that most of the features of African traditional
education system are prominent in the contemporary educational system.
For example, people who studied certain trades or vocations spent a
specified period of time and at graduation through a ceremony were given
either tools or materials to start their own trades.
It seems that the idea of specified period of training, awarding of degrees
or diplomas or certificate and convocation ceremony is derived from the
traditional system of education. How to meet the needs of African society
in current parlance was a major concern of traditional African education
(Obebe 1993). Education was functional and relevant to social life or
realities of the community.
Equal opportunities were provided for adults, females, males and children
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alike in all areas, academic, recreational, vocational, and social. Hence,
there was no problem of unemployment as men and women were
engaged in meaningful activities which they lived on. Traditional African
education system was an indispensable factor for the smooth integration
of the growing children into society.
The development of language - in a mother tongue - through which
communication has been made easy, is a landmark achievement of
traditional education. It is the sole responsibility of the parents at home to
start to teach their children language at the early age. This will include
what to say at what given situation and how to say it and to what category
of people. The language you use for the peer group was not coded in the
same fashion for elders. All these responsibilities were performed without
strain or stress and the parents made no reference to any textbook. To
teach a student in the conventional educational system, such language as
English or French poses a lot of hardship. Some communication scholars
said that to be able to communicate is to reduce tension as well as to
enable one to survive in his immediate environment as information solves
the problem of uncertainty. To drive home the significance of this aspect,
Scott once observed ~.s quoted by Omolewa that it is remarkable that,
without the assistance of the material required for transmission by
writing, the people using these language should have evolved a speech
not only highly inflected and of great linguistic interest, but of real value
as a vehicle of communication owing to its clearness and suppleness. . . It
is not a little humiliating to us Europeans who struggle with our books of
grammar to consider that with the African, every story told the children,
every story learnt and repeated by them, almost every sentence must be a
lesson in the practical use of the correct form of speech.

Trust, confidence, peace, communality, law and order, which permeated
traditional education were restricted to the realm of oblivion in the
modern educational system
Note

The training of trustworthiness and sincerity, which accounted for people
to place by roadsides, such products as plantains, bananas, oranges, with
a sample of the price per set, for those wishing to buy in the olden days,
no longer holds now in the modern setting, which accommodates theft,
thuggery and robbery, where a son will plan strategies to dupe his parents
or embezzle money in his workplace.
It was a taboo in the traditional setting not to be gainfully employed in a
craft, which would provide means of livelihood. The society shuns such a
person as a 'lazy idiot'. In other words, there was nothing like
unemployment in traditional education, a phenomenon which is now
popular among all and sundry, especially after successfully completing a
level of the graduated and compartmentalised educational system.
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ITQ
Question
In Igbo culture , induction into the adult world was expected to embark
on a life of personal industry, achievement and responsibility?
TRUE/FALSE?
Feedback
The correct answer is TRUE

Study Session Summary

Summary

In this Study Session, we discussed that traditional education has done a
lot to reshape individual lives, to restructure the society by shunning
indolence, abhorring theft and thuggery, encouraging respect and
peaceful co-existence

Assessment
SAQ 8.1 (tests Learning Outcome8.1)
How did Warkins (1945) describe African educational institute?
Assessment
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Study Session 9

Different Forms and Components of Adult
Education II: Formal Education, NonFormal Education and Informal Education
Introduction
In this study session, we will examine different forms and component of
adult education. Specifically, we will discuss formal education, nonformal education and informal

Learning Outcomes
When you have studied this session, you should be able to:
9.1 explain the different forms and components of adult education in
Nigeria
Outcomes

Terminology
Formal
education

A systematic, organized education model, structured and
administered according to a given set of laws and norms,
presenting a rather rigid curriculum as regards objectives,
content and methodology.

Non-formal
education

Educative processes endowed with flexible curricula and
methodology, capable of adapting to the needs and
interests of students, for which time is not a preestablished.

Informal
education

Lifelong process whereby every individual acquires
attitudes, values, skills and knowledge from daily
experience and the educative influences and resources in
his or her environment / the public.

We are going to examine different forms and components of education
with respect to formal, non-formal and informal education in adult
education. Our contact with the European missionaries in Africa was the
landmark of the growth of formal education.

9.1 Formal Education
Formal learning is the learning typically provided by an education or
training institution, structured (in terms of objectives, learning time or
learning support) and leading to certification. Formal learning is
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intentional from the learners’ perspective (EC 2001).

Note

Formal education occurs when a teacher has the authority to determine
that people designated as requiring knowledge effectively learn a
curriculum taken from a pre-established body of knowledge...whether in
the form of age-graded and bureaucratic modern school systems or
elders initiating youths into traditional bodies of knowledge (Livingstone
(2001)
For instance, primary school, secondary, polytechnics, colleges of
education and universities are classified under the formal school system.
Prior to the advent of colonialism in Africa, traditional education was in
vogue. The coming of the Europeans was to enhance the frontiers of
evangelism hence the introduction of literacy programmes as a way of
providing for the needed manpower resources, who later served as cooks,
drivers, catechists and messengers. It is on record that in most places,
there was heavy restriction on the number of schools that could be
established and hence the limitation in the number of pupils who enjoyed
formal school education. For instance in Dakar, Ecole Normale Williams
Ponty was the only school that operated for a long time, thus there were
few people who benefited. That system was adopted as a way of keeping
Africans in perpetual darkness so that they could not agitate for selfgovernment.
Some of the features of formal education include the following:
1. unlike the traditional education where learning is all-embracing,
Western or formal education is highly compartmentalised not only
into disciplines but also according to levels. For instance, the
elementary school is marked with six years of attendance before you
can make progress to other higher levels of education, and
2. there is age barrier to entrants into all levels of educational system.
For instance, in the past, when age was not easily known because of
lack of available record, the yardstick for identifying whether one
was qualified or not was by stretching the hand across the head to
touch the ear of the other side. He, who by biological misfortunes
cannot meet this criterion, even when his age was above the required
level would not be admitted
With improvement in educational awareness, now that birth certificates
are used, it is still a pre-requisite for the would-be primary school
beneficiaries to be six years of age in the first year of admission. Anyone
who is lower than this may not be admitted and anyone who is well above
may also be considered as an adult who may not benefit from such
elementary education. The age range has now come to stay as one must
not be less than sixteen years before one could be admitted into, except of
course, for the new Federal Government Policy regarding the gifted
children. Whereas, at any level of education, age barrier may no longer be
imposed.
Added to this age level is the number of years expected of every
individual to be spent at each level of education before going further to
the higher levels. The learning process in the formal school system is
wholly geared towards the acquisition of certificate so as to be able to
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secure a better paid employment. Again, the level of certificate acquired
will determine the class status and, of course, the remuneration to be paid
by the employer.
ITQ
Question
Education being highly compartmentalised not only into disciplines but
also according to levels is one of the features of Formal Education,
TRUE/FALSE?
Feedback
The correct answer is TRUE
Although the governments at all the three levels via local, state and
federal are expected to legislate on the establishment of schools
according to their powers as contained in the Constitution of Nigeria, it is
however on record that before the take-over of schools by the
Government, private individuals and agencies were actively involved in
the establishment of secondary schools. For instance, the products of the
formal school system that must have been qualified to be issued a
certificate after successfully passing an examination to test their
knowledge constituting the supply of the bulk of the needed human
resources required for our socio-economic development.

9.2 Non-Formal Education
Nigerians are about eighty million and the educational opportunities have
not gone round every individual. This is one of the problems that may be
militating against even national development. Added to this problem is
the socio-economic determinant of all able-bodied individuals, qualified
according to age, to benefit from the formal school system. In some states
of the country, school fees are charged, while in other states, education is
partially free, and in yet some other states, there is total free education in
practice. Many factors are definitely responsible for such individuals to
have missed the formal school education. These include illiteracy on the
part of the parents, family structure, such as a polygamous set-up,
financial incapacitation, ill-health; personal aptitude for learning and so
on.
Non-formal education is therefore a complementary programme to formal
educational process. It is basically a deliberately organised activity
outside the established framework of the formal school system. It is
usually designed and arranged for adults in or out of school. It is a
consciously arranged programme to help impart new knowledge, skills,
ideas and ways of thinking and of improving one's living standard.
Non-formal education is a type of education where learning is not
provided by an education or training institution and typically does not
lead to certification
Note
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However, it is structured (in terms of learning objectives, learning time or
learning support). Non-formal learning is intentional from the learner’s
perspective. Informal learning is learning resulting from daily life
activities related to work, family or leisure. It is not structured (in terms
of learning objectives, learning time or learning support) and typically
does not lead to certification. Informal learning may be intentional but in
most cases it is non-intentional (or incidental/ random) (EC 2001).
Non-formal education is one such pathway. Characterised by a high
degree of flexibility and openness to change and innovation in its
organisation, pedagogy and delivery modes, non-formal education caters
to diverse and context-specific learning needs of children, young people
and adults worldwide. It thereby involves a wide range of stakeholders,
including educational establishments, the private sector, nongovernmental organisations and public institutions (UNICEF/UIS, 2014).
Non-formal education has been evolved over past decades and regained
currency in recent years in light of changing educational and
developmental landscapes (Council of Europe, 2003; Rogers, 2004;
Hoppers, 2006, 2007b; Rose, 2009; UNESCO Bangkok, 2012; UNESCO
and UNICEF, 2013).

It is noteworthy to mention that most people in contemporary Nigeria
probably have become what they are through this programme
Tip

Most people dropped out of the formal school system because they could
not cope with all the demands including financial expectations and hence
resort to attending non-formal education programme. Non-formal
education which otherwise can be referred to as remedial education or
extra-mural programme is operated on a voluntary basis, and it is
contextually situational as it is concerned with immediate practical needs
of the various clients. There are people who attend non-formal education
only to up-date their knowledge or to improve their skills and
performances on their varying jobs. Other groups attend non-formal
education as a way of ensuring promotion in their respective offices,
while yet other groups are interested in attending as a way of remediating
their educational imbalances and therefore, afford them to sit for external
candidate examinations for a further educational pursuit in higher
institutions of learning.
As a programme, it does not cost much compared with the formal
education and it allows for flexibility of operation as no one is under any
serious obligation to attend school regularly or to wear a particular
uniform. The teachers do not rigidly mark attendance register or subject
the clients to rigorous internal examinations.
Non-formal form of education has no age restriction to participation and
there is no specific year of duration for the completion of the
programme; it is purely at the learner's pace
Note
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For instance, there are some people who would have been frustrated out
of their respective jobs because they were educationally unqualified to
have promotional avenue to higher grades in spite of the years of their
working experience. Those groups of people couldn't have had the
opportunity of going back for a full time formal education because of
their ages, positions and roles. But for the advantage of the non-formal
education, they are not only opportune to attend at their free periods with
the payment of some paltry fees, they are also blessed economically to
continue with their jobs, earning their regular salaries and therefore able
to discharge their financial obligations to their families, children and
societies. After a successful completion of the programme which will be
determined by the passing of such examinations as the W.A.S.C. or
G.C.E. Ordinary and Advanced levels, professional examinations such as
Typing, Shorthand and Accounts, the reward will eventually come as a
form of promotion to a higher level that is commensurate with their
educational and professional attainments.
ITQ
Question
Non-formal form of education is characterised by a high degree of
flexibility and openness to change and innovation in its organisation,
pedagogy and delivery modes, it caters to diverse and context-specific
learning needs of children, young people and adults worldwide. YES/NO
Feedback
The correct answer is YES

9.3 Informal Education
There are very many modes of learning, which within this context we
want to conceive of as education. As explained in the earlier lectures, we
want to see education as the acquisition of new knowledge, value
orientation, and new ways of doing things that can be considered as a
change from the previous state of affairs. This, therefore, will lead us to
the fact that educational acquisition need not be limited to, and conceived
of, from the four walls of the classroom setting.
It is a fact that we go to schools to acquire knowledge even about our
environments, about political organisations, about a new hospital in our
compound, about the new political parties formed as well as the
governmental officials. These are what we want us to see from a broad
premise as 'education'.
Informal education therefore can be said to operate unconsciously or
accidentally without any plan or the least expectations. One can
informally be educated through conversation, in the market place, in the
theatre, on the street, in the churches and mosques, among peer groups,
from messages over the radio or on the television screen as well as on the
pages of newspapers and magazines.
Informal education or training occurs when teachers or mentors take
responsibility for instructing others without sustained reference to an
intentionally-organised body of knowledge in more incidental and
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spontaneous learning situations, such as guiding them in acquiring job
skills or in community development activities.
Informal learning is any activity involving the pursuit of understanding
knowledge or skill which occurs without the presence of externally
imposed curricular criteria... in any context outside the pre-established
curricula of educative institutions (Livingstone, 2001).
It may suffice to retell the experiences this author had in the past which
could be classified appropriately under the informal education. For
example, during the undergraduate period of this author, .he rode on a
motor bicycle from his campus to deliver a letter to his bosom friend
about three kilometers away from the campus. He was arrested by the
Police - six of them in a Land Rover, and at about 11 p.m. after an
exhaustive reading exercise in the classroom while preparing for his final
year degree examination. His offences were not known to him until he
got to the police station. He was charged for not wearing crash helmet
which was by a decree then in vogue; moreover, he did not take along his
student's identity card to authenticate his status and finally not carrying
on him the motor-bike particulars. He was released after about an hour in
the police station, (although not in the cell) after a Good Samaritan senior
police officer intervened in the matter. Thenceforth, if he was on the
motor-bike and spotted any person in police uniform, he would stop
immediately; touch his head whether the crash helmet was on or not. If
there was none, he would take any of the following alternatives. He
would either abandon the motor-bike there until the policemen were out
of sight or quickly make a U-turn to avoid going through the experiential
ordeal of the past. This kind of education is more permanent and could be
called to play at will.
It is an indisputable fact that the electronic media have actually reduced
the whole world into a form of global village. This is because the
happenings in other countries can be viewed in the comfort of our rooms.
Such a fantastic education is made possible through our technological
development. One can see that the interests the adolescents are now
developing in football have been made possible through their exposures
to the television. Most of the kids can now teach their uninterested
parents in footballing all the rules of the game and mention without any
mistake nearly all the names of the Eaglet players by merely seeing the
number of the jerseys they wear. Most adults also have become ardent
criminals through the exposure to foreign films with bad contents of
training how to raid banks, snatch cars, assassinate and all the rest, using
sophisticated instruments and eluding detection. Without the ability of
these groups of people seeing face to face with the teachers, the media are
then performing many socialisation roles. It is essential to emphasize that
contents disseminated via the media may sometimes have a terribly
devastating effects on the society.
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Study Session Summary

Summary

In this Study Session, we reviewed the different forms and components
of adult education even though to some novices, they may see no
differences in the whole; nonetheless, they are purely independent of one
another. It is our argument that if adequate funds can be given to the
three forms by the government, they may contribute immensely in
raising awareness of people and re-orientating them for national
developmental programmes

Assessment
SAQ 9.1 (tests Learning Outcome 9.1)
What are the three forms of education in adult education?
Assessment
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Study Session 10

Different Forms and Components of Adult
Education III: Functional Literacy
Education, Literacy Education and
Lifelong Education
Introduction
In this study session, we will continue our discussion in the just
concluded study session. We will discuss functional literacy education,
literacy education and lifelong education.

Learning Outcomes
When you have studied this session, you should be able to
10.1 discuss the relevance of functional literacy education and other
forms to the overall objectives of education
Outcomes

Terminology
Literacy

The ability to use media (including printed and written
information) to function in society, to achieve one's goals,
and to develop one's knowledge and potential.

We have discussed in the earlier study session, some forms/components
of education in adult education, in this study session however, we will as
well be discussing some other forms/components of adult education

10.1 Functional Literacy Education
There is no form of education that is not designed for a specific goal,
although their modus operandi varies. Functional literacy education deals
with selective and intensive literacy education that is tailored to a
particular need. In essence, the orientation is with a focus on the teaching
within the context of vocational knowledge and skills acquisition to the
extent that the generative literacy knowledge enables the learner to
demonstrate some added proficiency in the performance of his routine
occupational task.
Functional literacy is characterized by the reading and writing skills and
knowledge that enable the individual to be involved in the specific
activities of the area that requires this involvement (Soares, 2006). The
emphasis on literacy campaign now is functional literacy, which is
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focused on the achievement of a level of reading, writing and numeracy
adequate for effective participation in the life of one’s community. Lack
of functional literacy is seen as a consequence of exclusion from effective
participation. This exclusion is seen as a product of social, cultural,
economic and political conditions rather than educational ones.
Improvements may be achieved by including training in life skills under
the umbrella of literacy and numeracy which are generally designated
‘adult basic education’ (Titmus, 1989). UNESCO (1978) made a frantic
effort to distinguish between literacy and functional literacy. To
UNESCO, a literate person is he who can both read and write a short
simple statement on his everyday life, whereas an individual who is
functionally literate is able to “engage in all those activities in which
literacy is required for effective functioning of his group and community
and also for enabling him to continue to use reading, writing and
calculation for his own and the community’s development”.
The 2009 Human Development Report used the percentage of people
lacking functional literacy skills as one of the variables to calculate the
Human Poverty Index. If literacy is traditionally described as the ability
to read for knowledge, write coherently and think critically, then, literacy
could be described as a lifelong intellectual process one in which
everybody must be involved so as to be functional in all areas of human
endeavour, and subsequently being able to overcome poverty as reading
development (literacy) will culminate into progression of skills. With
increase in education, functional literacy level also increases. Functional
literacy will thus make it possible for people to be involved in good
paying jobs as many jobs now require skills that call for mastery in basic
writing, mathematics and practice skills (Lerman and Schmidt, 1999).
When functional literacy is lacking, it weakens labour market outcomes.
This is to say that literacy rate is important in enhancing human capital
because literate people can be trained less expensively than illiterate
people.

Note

Lankshear and Knobel (2006) noted that literate people are known
generally to have a higher socio-economic status and enjoy better health
and employment prospects. In effect, functional literacy increases job
opportunities and access to higher education.
Achieving functional literacy in Nigeria will mean resuscitating Adult
and Non-formal education which had hitherto being neglected in favour
of formal education. Establishment of more centres for Adult education in
the country should be embarked upon so that everybody will have easy
access to education and thus become more functional on their job
performance and in the community in which they live and this will be
accompanied by change in attitude and behaviour.
Omolewa in Adedokun ,(2008) states that Adult literacy, adult basic and
continuing education and lifelong learning are key tools to address global
challenges in such area as democracy, peace and human right;
preservation of diversity, education for all, learning for sustainability,
HIV and AIDs, conflict resolution and work force development.
Furthermore adult learning is critical to UNESCO’S main programme
priorities and to the attainment of the objectives of EFA, the NDGs,
DLSA and UNLD”.
In making attempt to achieve functional literacy in Nigeria, adult learners
must be made to see the importance of functional literacy in all they do. It
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is only through adult education that people can be fulfilled as adult
education is the last available opportunity for learning (Adedokun, 2008).
Adult learners should therefore be counseled to understand why they
need to be functionally literate.
ITQ
Question
The 2009 Human Development Report used the percentage of people
lacking functional literacy skills as one of the variables to calculate the
Human Poverty Index. TRUE/FALSE?
Feedback
The correct answer is TRUE
According to Anyanwu (1980), functional literacy in the context of adult
education is one that gives prominence to any organised activity whose
purpose is to foster in the adult the development of attitudes, knowledge
and skills and the development of values which will equip him to perform
his role in society in a creative fashion. In such a situation, functional
literacy becomes adult education founded on the relationship between
both man and his work, and man and his environment. It thus links the
development of the working individual with the general development of
the community to which he belongs. In this way, it reconciles the
interests of the individual with those of the society.

Functional literacy relates to the quality of the insertion a person may
have in the social and economic life of a country
Note

Clearly, deficiencies in information comprehension and processing lead
to low productivity levels and a deficient economic insertion. Equally,
those individuals can expect to have disadvantages in their participation
as political citizens and social actors. The term literacy is used in this
context not only to refer to the ability to read and write but rather to refer
to a particular type of basic skill: the ability to understand and use written
information in the context of home, community and work duties. The
concept can be referred to as “functional literacy”
We all live in a very dynamic contemporary society where the way of
doing things in about a decade ago is now obsolete. Such dynamism
brings about conflict within the system and more often engenders strained
relationship, especially if such change is not universally accepted and
adopted. Therefore, in order to be able to adjust to the changes and
continues to socialize in the ever changing environments, it is pertinent to
adopt the functional literacy education. The objectives of such an
education will include among other things to enrich the lives of the
people and the community in which they live in addition to improving
their ability and competence and also evolving new techniques and skills
which will aid them to function more efficiently and effectively in their
respective occupational careers. If, for instance, a farmer intends to
increase his personal living conditions through his farm produce, he may
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as well require additional abilities, skills, and the knowledge that can be
applied to increasing his productivity. He would also require knowing
how to prevent and cure diseases, how to apply better farming tools, and
the use of fertilizers and the planting of modern seedlings.

A functional literacy programme can be designed and used by any
form of artisan in order to achieve any specific goal
Tip

It is general in orientation as it caters for diverse clientele. In Tanzania,
for instance, they have evolved a complimentary strategy of the 3Hs, to
supplement the 3Rs. The 3Hs are the use of the Head and the Heart to
process and store useful and skillful information which can in turn be
functionally implemented by the use of the Hand for general utility.
Through functional literacy, the individual fulfills himself within the
framework of his society and thereby develops his personality as an
individual while at the same time; he brings a measure of reputation to his
society as a whole. With the acquisition of functional literacy, a local
tanner, working on the skin locally produced, will be able to understand
the correct chemicals and the proportion for their application in order to
produce good finished leather. The local leather-worker, also functionally
literate, may use such leather for the manufacture of such goods as shoes
or bags, which may compare favourably with high quality standards of
the imported ones. The ultimate is that the local producers are not
benefiting alone, as such efforts will enhance the economy of their
immediate local environment.
ITQ
Question
Who said that functional literacy is characterized by the reading and
writing skills and knowledge that enable the individual to be involved in
the specific activities of the area that requires this involvement
a.
b.
c.
d.

Soares 2006
Soares 2007
Soares 2005
Soares 2004

Feedback
The correct answer is A, which is Saores, 2006

10.2 Literacy Education
Literacy to a layman is just the act of reading, writing and being able to
do simple arithmetic. This could be equated with the basic literacy which
is the minimum but adequate ability to read and write and when mention
is made of basic literacy, it also describes the programme designed to
achieve such basic skills. Literacy is a phenomenon that results from the
process of learning to read and write; it is the status or condition that an
individual – or a social group – acquires after appropriating writing and
its social practices.
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Literacy is the ability to identify, understand, interpret, create,
communicate and compute using printed and written materials
associated with varying texts (UNESCO, 2004)
Note

This implies that every adult person in the community must be involved
in a continuum of learning in order to enable them achieve their goals;
develop their knowledge and potential to participate fully in their
community and wider society.
The EFA declaration of Cairo 2005, stressed the main reason for
the world’s much emphasis on literacy. The focus is stated below as
quoted by Hussain (2005): Literacy is a fundamental human right and a
prerequisite to the development of society. Literacy is at the heart of
learning, the core of Education For All (EFA) and central to
the
achievement of the Millennium Development Goals (MDGs).
Access to quality literacy learning opportunities and the development of
literacy environments are essential strategies for poverty reduction,
equality, economic development and environmental protection and in
general a prerequisite for achieving democracy.
Literacy is essential for human empowerment which spans through
all areas of endeavour. Literate person would become active
participants in political issues, they will be empowered
economically, socially and they will be able to feature amongst their
fellow w omen folk; their level of awareness would have increased
leading them to have a claim on their rights.
According to Omolewa (1981), the art of reading and writing was an
innovation brought by Muslim traders and teachers into parts of Northern
Nigeria and by the Portuguese priests into parts of Southern Nigeria by
the fifteenth century. The skill attracted the Nigerian rulers who began to
employ those with necessary expertise as secretaries, counsellors and
emissaries. In Hausa land, Koranic Education, involving the learning of
the Koran by rote, supplemented by the learning of Arabic scripts,
Islamic thought and culture were also introduced via literacy. Most
Nigerians were no doubt also fascinated by the literacy education brought
by the religious bodies. Because of the limited financial and human
resources, the colonial administration could not do much to provide
through massive educational programmes; through they still encouraged
literacy.
Literacy education is traditionally associated with the teaching of
literacy, mostly the 3Rs -Reading, Writing and Arithmetic, usually in the
clienteles' mother tongue
Note

Literacy education became more popular and highly patronised by people
because of such lack of opportunity as we have earlier mentioned in our
previous lectures. To most old people, it will always remain a regret for
their inability to be able to read and write. In the dark ages, it was a pride
for a father of five wives to rear many children who would all be working
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on his farm. The popularity of such a man was measured by the number
of wives he married as well as the number of children he reared. A story
was told of a man whose child went to sojourn abroad in search of
Golden Fleece. There was a conflict between the man and his immediate
younger brother living under the same roof. With the assistance of
someone, he was able to write to the son abroad, complaining of the
events that had taken place at home during the son's absence. He
emphatically instructed the son not to even write to the younger brother
anymore and to stare clear of him whenever he visited home as the man
was very devilish and could almost aim to terminate the son's life. When
eventually the reply came, the father could not read and write and he
therefore had to seek the assistance of someone else. Unknowingly to him
of what the contents of the son's reply could be, he called on one of the
sons of the younger brother who was at loggerhead with him. The child
read everything and the man became uncomfortable for the message had
got to the son of his so labelled 'enemy'. He quickly withdrew the letter
from him, but meanwhile, the child had ready everything and he simply
told his father all that he read. That further polarized the relationship of
the two. One would hope that the major objective of such a man for
attending literacy programme would be to be able to read and write so as
to ensure secrecy in all his communications. Most people also attend
literacy classes to be able to read newspapers so as to be in tune with
happenings in their immediate and extended environments, or to be able
to sign their cheques at the bank and therefore avoiding the
embarrassment of thumb-printing or to be able to calculate their sales
everyday without anyone deceiving them about the amount of profit so
far made. Because of the high level of illiteracy, most Nigerians find it
difficult to decipher the different denominations of the Nigerian currency,
talk less of being able to read road signs. Moreover they could hardly
drive or read the instructions written on the drugs they are given in the
hospitals.
According to UIL, 2004, literacy education programmes are more likely
to be effective when:
1. Achieving and sustaining universal adult literacy is a priority
for government at all levels, an important area of wider social
and educational reforms and an active partnership between
government, the private sector, civil society and the charitable
sector;
2. Programmes recognise and build on the skills, knowledge an d
life experiences that learners possess;
3. Programmes are gender-sensitive and respond to the needs and
aspirations of both men and women;
4. Learners are encouraged and enabled to play an active role in
their learning;
5. Learners are able to speak the language they are learning to read
and write;
6. Programmes are combined with education or training that is
work-related or addresses important personal or communal
issues;
7. Numeracy is given appropriate support;
8. Programmes enable parents and carers - especially mothers and
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female carers - to work with their children to persevere and
succeed in primary school;
9. Adult literacy facilitators are well trained, well supported and
familiar with the context of the learners;
10. State and civil society initiatives complement each other so that
even the poorest men and women in the poorest communities
have the opportunity to learn;
11. Sufficient financial and human resources are allocated to
programmes
There are complementary efforts to enhance and develop the literacy
environment, which includes posters, pamphlets, newspapers, books,
electronic and broadcast media.

10.3 Lifelong Education
Considered from a lifelong premise education is basically an on-going
phenomenon. It is a process without an end. It is a component of adult
education which begins from the cradle and ends in the grave. From one
Yoruba dictum, one can safely consider lifelong education as
transcending the acclaimed grave, as it asserts that "maj'okun maj'ekolo,
nkan ti won ba nje lorun ni ki o ma ba won je o" – This literarily means
that 'eat neither millipede nor earthworm, but consume that food
generally eaten in heaven".

Note

Lifelong learning was coined as long ago as the 1970s and has gained
currency at an accelerating rate, along with the related concepts of the
“learning society” and the “learning organization”. These concepts both
describe and advocate particular patterns of learning
Lifelong learning has increasingly been cited as one of the key principles
in the educational and development fields, there is no shared
understanding of its usage at the global level. The diversity of discourses
on this concept has been shaped by historical and geographical factors,
and at certain historical moments, one interpretation gains hegemony.
The concept of lifelong education arises perhaps out of the awareness of
the accelerated pace of changes in technology, communications and in
institutions which require human beings to up-date their skills and
knowledge in order to keep themselves abreast of happening in their
environment. One can evaluate this against the background that
education at the formal school level may not be sufficient in developing a
full human being, especially as such education terminates at leaving
school; whereas, part of the goals of lifelong education is to reinforce and
improve the education of the young as well as to offer adults broad
opportunities for self-renewal and social advancement.
In the past though a more holistic interpretation of lifelong learning had
been promoted. For example, the Faure Report: Learning to Be (1972),
which sought to institutionalize the concept of lifelong education,
advocated for the right and necessity of each individual to learn for
his/her social, economic, political and cultural development. While
acknowledging the existence of lifelong education practices in diverse
cultures all over the world, the report emphasized that lifelong education
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needs to be enshrined as the basic concept in educational policies. In this
report, some key ideas on lifelong education were forwarded:
Every individual must be in a position to keep learning throughout his
life. The idea of lifelong education is the keystone of the learning society.
The lifelong concept covers all aspects of education, embracing
everything in it, with the whole being more than the sum of its parts.
There is no such thing as a separate “permanent” part of education which
is not lifelong. In other words, lifelong education is not an educational
system but the principle in which the over-all organization of a system is
founded, and which accordingly underlies the development of each of its
component parts (pp.181-82).
In France, Lifelong education is referred to as "education Permanente"
reinforces the idea of its continuity and functionality. With lifelong
education, age is to a certain extent not a barrier to learning, except of
course, that one should be mindful of such skills which may be
exclusively reserved for the youths, such as acrobatic displays,
footballing, wrestling or running. It may not be ideal for an adult of sixty
years and above to start learning all these skill.
ITQ
Question
What is lifelong education referred to in France?
Feedback
In France, Lifelong education is referred to as "education Permanente"

Study Session Summary

Summary

In this Study Session, we were able to assess the various forms of
literacy programmes and their adaptability to individual and societal
development. It is however believed that education is an essential tool
for social integration and for meeting the requirements of the dynamic
society and for improving oneself.

Assessment
SAQ 10.1 (tests Learning Outcome 10.1)
What are the other forms of education characterized with adult education
programme as discussed in this study session?
Assessment
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Study Session 11

Different Forms and Components of Adult
Education IV: Mass Education, Liberal
Education, Correspondence Education
and Extension Education
Introduction
In this study session, we will also continue our discussion in the just
concluded study session. Here, we will examine mass education, liberal
education as well as correspondence education and extension education.

Learning Outcomes
When you have studied this session, you should be able to:
11.1 clarify the role, the form and the process of each of the following
components of adult education:
Outcomes

•

mass education

•

liberal education

•

correspondence education

•

extension education

Here, as we did discuss in the just concluded study session, we are going
to see to the meanings of some other terms also characterized with adult
education like mass education, liberal education, extension and
correspondence education

11.1 Mass Education
The word/term education has been severally used in this course but here,
we will be particular about mass education. According to Nyerere and
Friere, education is defined as the only weapon that could be used to fight
oppression. Education, they contended, brings light and hope for future
better living while illiteracy has been labelled a monstrous disease and a
serious clog in the wheels of any national progress. Perhaps, like other
advanced countries, the only way to break the backdrop of oppression,
dependence, humiliation and illiteracy is to give mass education to the
citizens.
Mass Education undertook a comprehensive education programme
known as “Basic Education for all” to provide functional Pre-Primary,
Primary, Higher Secondary, Adult Literacy and skills training to its group
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members in urban and rural areas for poor.
Therefore, mass education is a deliberately designed programme of adult
education by the government or international agency to foster or promote
traditional literacy among the masses of a particular country.

Note

Mass education is not limited to a particular group of people or on a
particular aspect of programme can be disseminated through various
channels of mass communication media, to motivate, conscientize and
mobilize the people to change overtly their attitudes in a particular
desired way
For instance, Major A.J. Carpenter was sent to Nigeria by UNESCO
immediately after the 2nd World War to promote adult education in the
form of basic literacy in the country. At the National level, the Federal
Government of Nigeria has also launched a National Mass Literacy
Campaign. We shall defer further discussion on this until when we get to
the chapter ahead.
The major lesson we want to draw out here is that education is not here
conceived from the academic premise but from the general 'educational'
acquisition which will make every individuals rediscover his
potentialities and thus, to dependent on others, and therefore.

11.2 Liberal Education
Liberal education is another term newly used in this course of study. It is
a form of education given and acquired for leisure. The emphasis here is
learning for learning sake. The syllabus is very flexible as there is no
outside body involved in the preparation of the syllabus. The learners,
unlike the formal or non-formal school systems, are not prepared for any
form of examination. The students are heterogeneous with varying
interests, backgrounds and goals. The aim is to help adults gain more
knowledge for self - satisfaction
Liberal education is important if we must fit into the ever changing
society. This is the reason various seminar workshop symposium and
conferences are held from time to time to update people's knowledge,
skills, values and ideas regarding the new development in and around us.
Other areas covered by liberal adult education include teaching of
cultural subjects, like art, music, literature, theatre arts, traditional
religions, etc. In civics, the learners might be interested in economics,
politics, and so on. Emphasis is usually placed on discussion groups
where case problems are examined as well as practical demonstration and
role playing. A very good example of liberal adult education to buttress
our claim that it is leisurely acquired and not against any examination or
certificate acquisition or that it has limitless audience will be this
hypothetical example. For instance, a Professor of any discipline who
later decides to learn typewriting or the playing of piano or lawn tennis is
merely undergoing liberal adult education. This is because, he does not
intend to earn a living from such a new exercise, nor does he intend to
write any examination to assess his proficiency or suitability in the newly
acquired skill.
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11.3 Extension Education
This is an adult education programme designed to reach out to the adults,
who are not necessarily residing in the urban centres. It is a programme,
which is based on social needs and directed towards communities. It
involves active participation of the public and the agency conducting it to
educate and mobilise the target audience to respond positively by
enlisting their cooperation and participation in any communal project that
will improve individual and community lives.
Nigeria is a developing country with the largest proportion of its
population residing in the rural areas where they are almost entirely cutoff from the use of the modern day communication technologies. If we
intend to achieve balanced developmental programmes, these groups of
people cannot be entirely alienated as they should also be a focal point of
national development and integration, so that they can contribute their
significant quota to the overall, socio-economic development. .
Unfortunately, however, the myopic view of the rural dwellers is that the
government's responsibilities include the provision of all the
paraphernalia of modern life to both the urban and rural communities
without any complimentary effort by the people themselves. This group
of people has forgotten that no same government can ever provide for all
the needs of its citizens without some contribution from the people
As a way of getting people involved in the developmental efforts and
educating them appropriately in the areas of increased productivity,
participation in politics as well as primary health care delivery systems, it
becomes necessary to get to them from time to time. Extension education
is largely used to purely disseminate the result of researches to the public
in a simple form that they could be useful to the average citizen. A lot of
extension education work is being done by the Ministry of Agriculture
and Ministry of Health.
These ministries employ extension workers who also serve as change
agents in the different rural communities. This form of educational
encounter is not only meant to motivate people but also to sell new ideas
to farmers. It may take the form of agricultural show or a traditional
ceremony around which the change messages will be woven

11.4 Correspondence Education
Poverty is now an endemic aspect of our social life. Even though people
are craving for knowledge acquisition, the end result does not justify the
wish. The economy is so battered that not only unemployment is on the
ascendancy but also those who are gainfully employed cannot venture to
resign their appointments in search of Golden Fleece. The era of study
leave with or without pay seems to have gone for good and people now
rationalise their actions. Education, should remain essentially a right, all
things being equal is now a privilege. To this end, coupled with the
complexity of the society and the insufficient financial backing, one
therefore contends himself with Correspondence Education or External
Studies Programme. Many Nigerian Statesmen no doubt went through the
Correspondence Education programme or Wesley College. Most other
young adults passed through the Rapid Result College because they could
not enjoy the formal schooling system and they could also not resign their
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appointments to go for formal school. The programme has a dual
advantage of improving oneself academically and thereby aiding one's
performance on the job as well as the economic reward of earning a
steady salary while studying at one's leisure.
Although, the clienteles may be facing the problems of having no teacher
to teach them on a face-to-face encounter, nonetheless, it is still
advantageous that they go on studying at their own pace and also
discharging their parental responsibilities to their children. It is equally a
thrilling encounter that they are being trained to be self-independent even
at the early stage of their academic career and therefore could be better
scholars in the future. It is not out of place to note that Correspondence
Education involves a great deal of investment on equipment,
transportation and stationery items on the part of the organisers. One
hopes that with the new approaches to its operations, the coordinating
bodies will eventually break-even and cause less of strain and stress to
the clienteles, especially with the establishment of learning centres all
over the geographical areas of the country.
ITQ
Question
Many Nigerian Statesmen went through the Correspondence Education
programme or Wesley College, TRUE/FALSE?
Feedback
The correct answer is TRUE because many Nigerian statesmen truly did
go through correspondence education programme

Study Session Summary
In this Study Session,

Summary

This lecture ends the whole range of the forms and components of adult
education and from your reading process; you must be able to
distinguish the role, form and process of each one without having
conflicting interpretations. Remember also that when it is designed for
national development, Mass Education can be introduced but Liberal and
Correspondence Education are self-centred while Extension Education is
community based.

Assessment
SAQ 11.1 (tests Learning Outcome 11.1)
As discussed in this study session, what are the forms and/ or
components of education?
Assessment
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Study Session 12

Adult Education Agencies and Institutions
Introduction
In this study session, we will focus our discussion on various agencies
and institutions that run adult education programmes. We will note how
government promotes adult literacy in various ways and how private
individual and organizations do establish centres that offer adult literacy
courses.

Learning Outcomes
When you have studied this session, you should be able to:
12.1 identify adult education agencies and institutions and discuss
their functions in adult education programmes
Outcomes

12.1 Overview of Adult Education Agencies and Institutions in
Nigeria
Adult education programmes can be organised by both the public and
private bodies. The public bodies consist of government agencies,
university agencies and other affiliated bodies to either the government or
the universities. Private or voluntary agencies consist of professional,
religious and youth bodies as well as organised groups.
As we learnt from the earlier lectures, formal education has some legal
sanctions and could not be organised for any purpose by just anybody
without the approval by the government. The Federal Government, by its
decision in the late 70s and early 80s to take over school from the private
individuals, made it a unique pre-occupation of the Government whether
at the national or state level to run formal schools.
Paradoxically, however, adult education programmes are non-formal
activities that can be organised by any group of people in different forms
and to achieve varied objectives.
The Federal Government has launched the National Mass Literacy
Campaign aimed at eradicating or reducing illiteracy to the bearest
minimum within a specific period of time. This is no doubt an onerous
task that cannot be achieved by the government alone; hence, the public
and private bodies are granted the power to run different forms of adult
education programmes in order to achieve its laudable objectives. For
instance, the Federal Ministry of Education is not directly concerned with
National Mass Literacy Programme, it has a department that sees to the
Primary and Adult Education. This department runs the following:
1. National Language Centre
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2. Vocational and Non-Formal Section
3. Nomadic Education programme
In addition to these programmes, such structures as the MAMSER,
DFRRI, and State Agencies of Adult and Non-Formal education are
established to propagate adult education programmes in different
directions for different goals in order to achieve a balanced national
development.,
The universities in Nigeria are also public agencies that are concerned
with the organisation of adult education programmes. For instance, the
oldest Nigerian University, the University of Ibadan is engaged in
virtually all forms of adult education" programmes as discussed in study
sessions Eight to Eleven (8-11). Some other Universities in Nigeria also
engage in one form of adult education programme or another, such
universities include Obafemi Awolowo University, Ile-Ife; Continuing
Education Centre, University of Lagos; Extra-Mural and Continuing
Education Department, University of Benin; Adult Education and
General Services Unit; Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria; Division of
Extra-Mural Studies, University of Nigeria, Nsukka; University of PortHarcourt; and many more universities including Colleges of Education.

Note

The above listed institutions train personnel who are expected to become
apostles and crusaders of adult education in order to enhance and extend
its frontiers and also engage in helping those who dropped out of the
formal school system or those who never enjoyed formal school system
to drop in and benefit from educational programme
It is not out of place to mention that other governmental bodies such as
the Nigerian Institute of International Affairs, Nigerian Army Education
Corps, the British Council, the United States Information Service (USIS)
and so on are engaged in different adult education programmes.
Private, voluntary and religious bodies also engage in adult education
programmes. The private individuals either establish continuing
education centres, such as Atanda Continuing Education Centre, Prospect
Continuing Education Centre, Bamiyowa Evening Classes, Bepo
Secretarial Studies, Davog and DOF Institutes of Catering and Hotel
Management Centres and a list of others. They are poised to train people
to acquire educational and professional certificates, either to enable them
advance in their respective employments or to be able to become
independent through the establishment of their own vocational career
centres.

Note

Many religious bodies including the Nigerian Baptist Convention, All
African Council of Churches, Young Christian Workers of Nigeria, the
Pastoral Institute, Bodija Ibadan, are all concerned with literacy
education for their members
In fact, the coming of the Europeans into the Coast of African was to
spread evangelism but unfortunately most converts were unable to read
the Holy Bible and sing the hymns; hence, the effort to introduce literacy.
That effort also was to supply the needed personnel to expand the scope
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of their religious propagation. Mainly, the direct focus of the religious
bodies is literacy development, which is an equally complementary effort
to government's desire to eradicate illiteracy in Nigeria and therefore
speed up developmental action. There are some youth bodies such as
Islamic Youth League, the National Council of Young Men's Christian
Association, and Youth Amalgamation Club: These groups have various
adult literacy programmes that they run and their objectives also vary.
Many professional bodies do engage in adult education programmes.
Foremost among them are the Council of Legal Education; Nigeria Law
School, Nigeria Employers' Consultative Association; Nigerian National
Council for Adult Education; and the Nigeria Labour Congress, to
mention a few. The mode of education here varies from Workshops,
Seminars, and Symposia to Conferences, in-plant training sessions or inservice training courses. The need for this short training programme is
not for literacy development but to keep their members to abreast of
recent developments in such a dynamic society so as to become more
proficient and efficient in the performance of their tasks.
Courses offered by the different agencies, as listed by Anyanwu (1980)
include the following:
1. Home Economics Subjects: Needlework, Laundry, Cookery,
Dressmaking, Child Welfare, Baby and Child care, Home Nursing
2. Health Subjects: Hygiene and Health Education
3. Community Development Subjects: Leadership training, Rural
Development training, Local Government, Public Enlightenment,
Civics, Politics, History, Career Campaign, Methods of Teaching
Literacy in English and the Vernacular, Social, Cultural and
Educational Development, Clean-up Campaigns
4. Religious Subjects: Church Leadership for Youths and Adults, Bible
History, the Catholic Church - its work of renewal and adaptation,
Islam in Christian History, Islamic religion, Laws and Poems
5. Agricultural Subjects: The growing of Cash Crops, such as Tobacco,
Maize, Cocoa, Groundnuts, Kolanuts and Palm Produce, Farmyard
Gardening, Poultry Keeping, Livestock Farming, Prevention and
Cure of Crop Diseases, the use of Fertilizers and Insecticides
6. Certificate-oriented Courses: General Certificate of Education Ordinary and Advanced levels. City and Guilds, Teacher Training
Certificates, Army Certificate of Education, Primary School Leaving
Certificate, Pitman’s and R.SA., W A.S.C., and H.S.C.
7. Trade, Business and Commercial Subjects: Advertising, Supervision,
Banking, Accounting, Insurance, Motor Mechanic, Carpentry and
Joinery, Electronics, Technical Drawings, Bricklaying, Bookkeeping, Photography, Printing, Journalism, Trade Unionism and
Industrial Relations, Typing and Shorthand
8. Personal Training Courses: Courses for Extra-Mural Tutors, Local
Government Staff, Functional and Basic Literacy Instructors,
Organisers and Supervisors, Library Assistants, Film Projectors,
Adult Education Personnel, Red Cross Personnel, Trade Instructors
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and others
The NGOs both at the International, Regional and National levels
had been able to assist in the development of Adult Education in
the provision of funds, provision of materials, provision of experts,
provision of training facilities for both short and long term higher
education courses, and provision of opportunities for both developed and
developing countries to exchange visions, knowledge and views about
how the scope and goals of Adult education could solve the needs of
the various people in their domain (Borode, 2011). It is the
responsibility of each nation in the developing countries to tap the
provisions by these NGOs to propagate the development of adult
education in their domain. Adult Education agencies includes
ITQ
Question
The following courses are examples of courses offered by the different
agencies except one
a.
b.
c.
d.

Trade, Business and Commercial Subjects
Agricultural Subjects
Religious Subjects
Family planning subjects

Feedback
The correct answer is D, which is family planning subject. All other
options and the likes of Personal Training Courses, Certificate-oriented
Courses, Community Development Subjects, Health Subjects and Home
Economics Subjects are examples of courses offered

12.2 Adult Education Agencies around the Globe
12.2.1 IIZ/DVV (Institute for International Cooperation of the German
Adult Education Association)
IIZ/DVV is not a donor NGO (Hinzen, 2000) but a highly specialized
institution with extended grassroot work in the developing countries.
IIZ/DVV has been in the frontline of Adult Education, in all its
modalities and fields and has been a strong lobbyist for it in
international Fora. The journal; Adult Education and Development were
initiated in 1973and published in several languages. This remained as one
of the most important knowledge and information instruments in
Adult Basic Literacy Education worldwide. IIZ/DVV has helped
both the developed and developing countries to exchange and
disseminate experiences about adult education together. It has organized
series of developmental conferences in the developing countries and
provided scholarship for students to undertake Adult Education courses in
some African higher Education. The organization is based in Germany.

12.2.2 UNESCO
UNESCO is the specialized international organization for education,
science and culture within the United Nations system. It is the only
international organization that deals with education in a holistic
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manner, including all levels and modalities, and integrating education
culture and science. This places UNESCO in a unique position for
assuming and leading the educational revolution required, especially by
the developing countries.
UNESCO has continued through its regular, participatory and operational
programmes to assist member states through the launching of the regional
programme in 1984 for the eradication of illiteracy in Africa. Assistance
of all kinds was provided since 1964 after the EWL (Experimental
World Literacy Programme) to Tanzania, Guinea, Mali, Sudan and
Ethiopia as well as providing support after Jomtien to other countries
such as Cote d’Ivoire, Malawi, Madagascar, Mauritius, and many others.
UNESCO is not a funding agency; but an intellectual agency which
can offer intellectual inputs, such as UNESCO professional chairs, and
technical backstopping by programme specialist and consultants.

12.2.3 ICAE (International Council for Adult Education)
This was created in 1973 and had its headquarters in Toronto. It
remains active as a major global NGO network focused on Adult
Basic Learning Education (ABLE). It represents today, more than
700 literacy, adult and lifelong learning associations; it has seven
regional member organizations as well as national and sectional members
in over 50 countries. ICAE’s mission is expressed as follows:
“To promote the use of adult learning, as a tool for informed participation
of people and sustainable development. In the emergence of
knowledge-society, the ICAE promotes lifelong learning as a
necessary component for people to contribute creatively to their
communities and live in independent and democratic societies.
Adult and lifelong learning are deeply linked to social, economic and
political justice; equality of gender relations; the universal right to
learn; living in harmony with the environment; respect for human rights
and recognition of cultural diversity, peace and the active involvement of
women and men in decisions affecting their lives. (ICAE webpage).

12.2.4 PALAAE (Pan-African Association for Literacy and Adult Education)
This is another regional NGO in Africa. It was established at the
initiative of the World Bank in 1998 and evolved from a donor to
African Education (DAE) organization. It was also in a network and
a partnership with African ministers of Education, International
agencies, education specialists and researchers. ADEA’s eleven
working groups are engaged in advocacy, analytical work and
capacity-building.
The working group on Non-formal Education seeks to improve learning
and training systems in Africa by encouraging the development
of a coherent vision and appropriate advocacy strategies that will
enhance the role status of alternative approaches and forms of learning,
(ADE/WGNFE 2009 website). Adult Education is one of such alternative
modality.

12.2.5 UNICEF (United Nations Children’s Fund)
UNICEF’s mission focus is on the improvement of primary health
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education and social development. It also center on protecting the rights
of children, which can only be accomplished with and through adult who
protect or violate those rights at home, in schools, in decision making at
the various levels. However, the notion of “children first,” leads in the
practice of UNICEF to children only. If adults come into the picture,
it is women adults. The family has gradually vanished, priorities turn
children into girls, adults into women and women into mothers.
UNICEF’s proposed “Educational revolution” (UNICEF 1999) comprises
five key elements namely

•
•
•
•
•

learning for the life
Accessibility, quality and flexibility
Gender sensitivity and girls’ education
The state as key partner
Care of the young child.

All these focus on schools and around girls as the magic bullet. UNICEF
is a funding agency but at present tends to supply materials rather
than the raw cash because of misappropriation of resources by the
receiving educational agency. It is very much involved in educational
programmes related to street children, gender issues and non-formal
primary education. In Nigeria, through the agency for adult and nonformal education, government established vocational centers and childwelfare centre in some local governments.

12.2.6 WB (World Bank)
The World Bank is not a specialized institution in education. It is a
bank whose interest in adult education is rather recent. Its 1995
education policy document had marginal references to adult education,
drew conclusions to its “poor record” but did not include it among the
“six key areas” to be supported in the future, and announced a specific
policy paper on adult literacy. The announced paper on adult literacy
came out six years later. (Oxenham and Aoki 2001), but this and the
other recent world bank studies, especially by its African Region
Department, contradict the poor record statement and the 1994 literature
review on which this statement was based. World Bank publications on
adult education include:
Adult Continuing Education: An integrated part of lifelong learning
(Fretwell and Colombano2000). Engaging with adults (Lauglo 2001).
Adult literacy in Uganda: An evaluation (Carr-hill 2001). Basic education
and livelihood opportunities for illiterate and semiliterate young
adults (World Bank 2001). Skills and literacy training for better
livelihoods. A review of approaches and experiences (Oxenham et al.,
2002) etc. The
Bank has also commissioned two major studies on
educational programmes designed for younger and older adults,
especially women, who have not had the benefit of primary
schooling and who are unable to use the skills of reading, writing
and calculation to access and use information that could enable
them to improve the quality of their lives

12.2.7 UNDP (United Nations Development Programme)
The UNDP defined human development as something much more than
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the rise or fall of national incomes. It is about creating an environment in
which people can develop their full potential and live protective,
creative lives in accord with their needs and interests. People are the
real wealth of nations. Development is thus about expanding the choices
people have to lead lives that they value. And it is thus much more than
economic growth, which is only a means- if a very important one-of
enlarging peoples choices. Fundamental to enlarging these choices is
building human capabilities – the range of things people can do or
be in life. The most basic capabilities for human development are to
lead long and healthy lives, to be knowledgeable, to have asses to the
resources needed for a decent standard of living, and to be able to
participate in life of the community. Without these, many choices are
simply not available and many opportunities in life remain in
accessible.”(UNDP 2001).
12.2.8 UNIVA: University Village Association
UNIVA begun as the Community Development and Health Project
(CDLHP) in 1989 with support from the International Foundation for
Education and Self-Help (IFESH). In order to ensure the sustainability of
the project, CDLHP was transformed to UNIVA in early 1995 and was
officially registered as an NGO in 1996. UNIVA principally endeavours
to complement government efforts in promoting literacy and
development among rural and peri-urban communities through a)
building bridges between the university and the community and between
theory and practice in Adult Education; and b) promoting the cooperation of the university academic community and the village
communities for development purposes
ITQ
Question
What does UNICEF stand for?
Feedback
UNICEF means United Nations Children’s Fund

Study Session Summary

Summary

In this Study Session, we examined the various agencies and institutions
that run various forms of adult literacy programme. We noted that as the
government promotes adult literacy in various ways, private individual
and organisations also do establish centres that offer adult literacy
courses.
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Assessment
SAQ 12.1 (tests Learning Outcome 12.1)
Discuss the roles of specific adult education agencies
Assessment
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Study Session 13

Planning and Organizing Adult Education
Programme
Introduction
In this study session, you will delve into the processes of planning and
organising adult education programme.

Learning Outcomes
When you have studied this session, you should be able to:
13.1 discuss the process of planning and organisation in adult
education programme
Outcomes

Terminology
Planning

The process of setting goals, developing strategies, and
outlining tasks and schedules to accomplish the goals.

Organising

S function by which the concern is able to define the role
positions, the jobs related and the co-ordination between
authority and responsibility.

13.1 Concept of Planning and Organization in Adult Education
Programme
As we earlier mentioned, there are many forms of adult education
programmes and their planning strategies and implementation procedures
vary accordingly. For instance, if one is going to embark on the conduct
of such outreach programme as extra-mural classes, especially in an
urban centre, the steps and activities to be taken will be quite different
from a functional literacy programme for drivers or farmers or for
organising a community effort towards a communal based project - such
as the building of a dispensary or of constructing road networks.
Essentially, for someone who intends to organize an extra-mural class, he
must first know his clients, and their economic capabilities, etc.
Secondly, he needs to create public awareness, particularly using the
mass media to disseminate ideas regarding his plans. This, he could do
through the print or electronic media. All necessary materials, such as
forms, stationery items including a suitable centre and very qualified
teachers must be guaranteed as a way of encouraging participants. To
create awareness about the programme, newspaper advertisements, radio
or television announcements must be made. As an organiser, he should
know that the students would normally obtain forms to enrol for classes
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after the initial advertisements in the media. They will complete the
forms and pay the appropriate fees. To authenticate the organiser's
position, clients must be given genuine receipts for the fees paid.
Arrangements must also be made to allocate the students into classes
based on the subjects they register for. Most people consider it a right to
accept money and treat students anyhow, with the belief that they might
not be able to go back after the payment of tuition fees. This is a bad way
of doing things. Furthermore, consideration must be given to time
availability of the clients; subject period should reasonably be fixed and
appropriate duration be given to each subject. It must be borne in mind by
the organisers that such a programme is a voluntary non-formal
education, there must be a bit of flexibility. Although, this is not to say
that the standard of discipline should be compromised, it must however
not be a rigidly operated system; otherwise, many people may withdraw.
Clients at this school must not only be given lectures on subjects they
register for, but lots of guidance and counseling efforts must be done.
This will make the clients more comfortable and also distinguish the
programme from many other education ventures. Having considered the
above, we shall now shift our attention to the other kind of programme,
that is, the communally based one.

People do not always like to partake in any venture that will not have
direct and immediate reward to them
Note

For this reason to be able to mobilise people to voluntarily give out their
time and money for the achievement of a group goal, the organisers must
be meticulous and empathetic. In fact, right from the outset, people have
to be carried along as on a team or committee in discussing their felt
needs rather than imposing your own ideas on them. People are more
likely to show solidarity and loyalty to any programme to which they are
committed right from inception because they are able to participate
actively in the planning and administration of the programme.
The identification with very strong, powerful and respected opinion
leaders in a new community to which a change agent is posted is an
essential strategy. The socialisation process must be all-round so that
such a change agent is not only known all over the place, but he is seen
creditably as part and parcel of the whole process of development of the
area. Identifying with many programmes in the community will take the
form of being a regular church or mosque goer, member of the town or
village club, participating in most of the social activities organised in the
area. Again, one has to be an innovative catalyst, and be very
straightforward.

To be adjudged as unbiased and reliable individual, one must steer clear
of unpopular politicking that may mar one's image and reputation
Note
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One should study the lines of their communication and their kingship
patterns. Mobilisation of the entire populace will depend to a great extent
on the individual change agent's charismatic traits and his perseverance,
including all viable communication strategies to be adopted at regular and
different occasions.
Unlike the hypothetical extra-mural class, which again is urban based, no
rural programme, be it literacy or community development, can be
approached from the premise of the former. In the first instance, the level
of education of the rural people will not enable them to be exposed to the
mass media for information consumption. Secondly, their economic
viability plays a dual role. In the first place, they cannot buy newspaper
or own a battery operated transistor radio since there is no electricity in
most of the rural areas apart from the fact that maintenance of such media
as radio or black and white television will again pose another financial
problem. Finally, adult learners have heterogeneous reasons for intending
to participate in any adult education programme. Thus; to treat all of them
together in organising any adult education programme will be tantamount
to efforts in futility.
Assuming that the major pre-occupation of the adults is to have literacy
education, one must be able to take into account the following:
1. In the first place, one must study the time availability of the learners.
It is not ideal for the organiser to slate meeting times to the morning
period when learners are expected to be on their farmland to work.
Rather, it will be in the evening when they would have returned from
the farm. Also note-worthy is that the brain capacity of the adults is
not as fresh to quickly absorb information as the adolescents;
therefore, class meetings should not be unnecessarily prolonged;
otherwise, the learners will quickly be tired out.
2. Regularity of class attendance is another essential clause to be noted.
Class attendance could not by any standard be made daily; rather, it
should be about twice or at the most three times a week. There can be
no rigid formalisation of class process as it could be in the formal or
non-formal setting. Adult learners are people with diversed
experiences and they should therefore be treated with humility as
partners in progress.
3. Even if such a programme is a community development based, one
can still not force participation of people in the programme if there is
any such goal to be collectively achieved.
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ITQ
Question
Mobilisation of the entire populace will depend to a great extent on the
individual change agent's charismatic traits and his perseverance,
including all viable communication strategies to be adopted at regular
and different occasions, YES/NO?
Feedback
The correct answer is YES

Study Session Summary
In this Study Session, we examined planning and organization kin adult
education and delved into the processes involved in planning and
organising adult education programme
Summary

Assessment
SAQ 13.1 (tests Learning Outcome 13.1)
Highlight the factors to consider before planning and or organization can
take place in any adult education programme
Assessment

Bibliography
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Study Session 14

Mass Literacy Campaign: The Historical
Overview
Introduction
In this study session, we will focus on the historical overview of mass
literacy campaign in Nigeria.

Learning Outcomes
When you have studied this session, you should be able to:
14.1
give historical perspective of the mass literacy campaign efforts
in Nigeria
Outcomes

14.1 Historical Overview of Mass Literacy Campaign
Earlier in this course, we have discussed the term mass literacy but in this
study session, we will try to go down the history of mass literacy
campaign. Efforts at developing the interest of local people in the
acquisition of basic literacy education started with the advent of
colonialism in Nigeria. Such efforts, which were voluntary, started with
the opening of evening classes, which later attracted the interest and
involvement of local government bodies and missionary voluntary
agencies.
The end of the Second World War ushered in the need for literacy
education. For instance, in the Northern Nigeria, there was rise in the
population of illiterate adults hitching for education as well as the
children seeking admission into schools. The provincial government was
therefore faced with the problem of providing more schools to absorb the
teaming population. In 1946, an Adult Education Department was set up
in the Regional Ministry of Education. Pilot literacy projects started in
the North under the leadership of Major A. J. Carpenter, an Education
Officer, who had gained much experience in mass adult education during
his service in the army. Efforts were geared towards the provision of
audio visual aids to teach the illiterates while the North Literature Agency
(NORLA) was established. Part of the agency's activities was the
production, translation and distribution of literature on adult education in
the Northern Provinces.
The practical effort towards ensuring literate citizenry was gradually
embraced by local government bodies, which later established adult
education-classes in such areas as Zuru in Niger Province, Kankiya in
Katsina, among the Jecira of the Tiv tribe in Benne Province and so on.
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ITQ
Question
What does NORLA stand for?
Feedback
NORLA means North Literature Agency
Although, a number of national literacy campaigns have been launched
by Nigerian government since colonial era. Unfortunately, many of these
campaigns have not been sincerely planned and executed and were
unable to survive for a number of reasons ranging from political power
shift, political party policy differences at state levels and low financial
commitment from the federal government. For example in September
1982, the federal government launched a ten-year mass literacy campaign
(Zakari, 2002:51). The main objective of the campaign was to make 5055 million Nigerians literate within the period of ten year but amazingly
only ten million naira was set aside for the campaign which is meagre to
meet the target.
The effort gradually and steadily spread over the region and thus gave
birth to the appointment of full-time officer in-charge of literacy
campaigns. This no doubt marked the beginning of a designed war
against the eradication of illiteracy.

Literacy campaign was a joint venture between the regional government
and the local government authorities
Note

Local government bodies were responsible for class equipment, but
grants-in-aid were paid to them by the regional government at the end of
every six months.
The organisation of adult education classes according to Anyanwu (1987)
has not experienced any great difficulty since the past decade. Although,
some areas in the Northern states have shown considerable indifference
towards the acquisition of literacy by their adult population.
The situation was almost the same in the Western states. After the Second
World War, a plan was advanced for every Native Authority to have an
adult education programme. The aim was to have remedial primary
education for adults, especially, in the rural areas. Both men and women
benefited from the scheme, particularly with the production of vernacular
literature suitable for adults and sold to them at very low prices. The
organisation of adult education programmes was in the hands of an adult
education committee under the control of a local government council.
Village committee was responsible for funding and employing part- time
instructors while the adult literacy centres were supervised by adult
education organisers appointed by the Native Administration.
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Note

The financial responsibility of the adult education centres was borne by
the local government, the Ministry of Education at the Regional level
and the village adults who paid the instructors' remuneration and catered
for the provision of aids
The involvement of loca1 government bodies in the development of adult
education in the Western states remained an ever-present phenomenon in
the educational administration of the region.
In the Eastern States, after the Second World War, it was widely
recognized that with political progress, adult education and its twin sister,
community development must be emphasized. In order to ensure socioeconomic reactivation and encourage political progress of the people so
as to keep pace with the national development, it was felt that a better
programme planning must be embarked upon. It must be noted from the
outset that the initial initiative to better their lots must come from the
people themselves, while such initiative could be complemented by the
governmental assistance.
One special feature of the organisation of adult education classes in the
Eastern States was that the local people themselves refused to be taught
in vernacular. Many reasons could be advanced for why people resisted
to be taught vernacular. For instance, in most parts of the region,
competent persons who were available to organise adult education classes
were not indigenes of the areas and therefore' not familiar with the
language for effective communication process. People were proud to be
taught an Englishman's language and therefore use it in their discussions.
Thus, in Owerri, Aba, Afikpo, Calabar etc., adult education classes were
organised in. English, as the average citizen saw no good in his being
taught how to read and write in his own local dialect.
It however appears that the success of the campaign depended, before
1954, less on a government funding than on the initiative, skills and
campaign strategies of the local organiser.
Omolewa (1981) stressed the story of the success of Ahoada Division
where the organisers usually gave one lead pencil and one exercise book
as an incentive to regular participants. Essentially, it is known that the
Udi experiment was not only most popular- but was perhaps the most
successful judging by its sustained effort. 'The guiding principle was
provided by Mr. E. R. Chadwick the District Officer who worked
relentlessly with his staff to start literacy classes in the division. The
programme was intended to be used to assess the people's will and
commitments to make a success of the programme in the face of poor
quality local personnel available to assist them. Both the village groups
and the local government authorities proved their preparedness to face the
challenge with vigour and hence by mid-fifties, substantial progress in
adult education and community development were recorded. In all the
areas, the development of individuals through the acquisition of literacy
education worked to an advantageous degree in ensuring general
development of the local communities. The organisational skills which
Chadwick employed in propagating the programme also accounted for
the initial success, especially as his execution strategies included the use
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of wide publicity, collaboration with traditional rulers on the linking of
adult education with community betterment.
The programme had lots of problems which incidentally stalled its
effectiveness. For instance lack of fund was a major barrier. Furthermore,
there was lack of involvement of the right calibre of people as instructors
and where they were initially trained. In the same vein, there was no
follow-up training facility. In addition, it became difficult to sustain the
interest of the students, the teachers and the public; hence, there was a
high mortality rate in all sectors. In some areas, students were said to
have withdrawn because of the exclusion of English Language from the
school programmes. The campaign effort was somehow localised and
therefore had no wide coverage. In yet another areas, it was discovered
that majority of people were not in any way prepared to take active part
in the whole exercise. Mass education could not succeed without a
spontaneous popular impulse. It could be admitted, however, that if there
had been efficient coordination between those agencies and the officials
involved, perhaps, intensive effort by the administering bodies could have
gone far to attract the active cooperation of the people.
ITQ
Question
The success of the campaign depended, before 1954, less on a
government funding than on the initiative, skills and campaign strategies
of the local organiser. Is this TRUE or FALSE?
Feedback
It is true because the success of the campaign before 1954, depended on a
government funding than on the initiative, skills and campaign strategies
put together by the local organizers

Study Session Summary

Summary

In this Study Session, we focused on the historical overview of mass
literacy campaign in Nigeria and said that mass literacy education came
with the European missionaries and the Muslim traders and teachers into
the Southern and Northern parts of Nigeria respectively. Finally, We
noted that the initial effort was to spread evangelism and produce
followership and personnel.

Assessment
SAQ 14.1 (tests Learning Outcome 14.1)
What are the three main reasons why mass literacy campaigns could not
survive?
Assessment
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Study Session 15

Factors for Success/Failure of National
Mass Literacy Campaign in Nigeria
Introduction
In this study session, we will examine the factors responsible for the
success or failure of National mass literacy campaign

Learning Outcomes
When you have studied this session, you should be able to:
15.1 give a lucid account of some factors that could lead to the
success of mass literacy campaign in Nigeria
Outcomes

15.2 highlight the factors that could lead to the failure of mass
literacy in Nigeria

15.1 Factors for Success of National Mass Literacy Campaign in
Nigeria
In the preceding study session, we traced the development of literacy
efforts in some parts of Nigeria. From that historical antecedent, it
became clear that there had been an attempt towards literacy education
prior to the present struggle to wage war against illiteracy. In this study
session however, we will discuss the various factors for the success of the
national mass literacy campaign in Nigeria.
On September 8, 1982, the Federal Government launched a ten-year
national mass literacy campaign programme as a way of eradicating
illiteracy even though it became independent in October, 1960. Tanzania
(formerly Tanganyika) became independent on December 9, 1961 and a
republican state in 1962. Less than a decade thereafter, it launched the
mass literacy campaign (that was, September, 1971) as a way of ensuring
enlightened citizenry, breaking the backdrop of oppression and
guaranteeing socio-economic liberation.
There is no gainsaying the fact that the need for mass literacy campaign
at the national level has been long overdue, especially when one
considers the high rate of illiteracy which Omolewa and Akinde (1982)
put at about 70% of the total population.
For any meaningful development to take place, the general masses must
be enlightened. In essence, the advantages of a literate society are
enormous. Not only are the people in a literate society able to contribute
significantly to their personal, local and national development, they are
also able to understand their civic responsibilities, their individual rights,
to be law abiding, etc. People are no doubt apathetic to change and they
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have misconstrued belief that the government is duty bound to provide
for all their paraphernalia of life without any complimentary effort from
them. This thinking is more common among the illiterates in the society
citizenry. Even to some extent, it is a do-or-die affair before they pay
their taxes; talk less of participating in community development
programmes or for voting during election periods. All these are aspects of
human growth that can be made possible through education, which
according to our earlier definition, is not restricted to the knowledge
acquired with in from the four walls of the classroom.
As good as the objectives of the on-going national mass literacy
campaign are, it is not however out of place to review how effective the
whole programme has been. In the first place, if one of the objectives is
to reduce illiteracy rate or even eradicate illiteracy in Nigeria within the
ten year period; it is essential, therefore, to assess the success or
otherwise of the programme. Unfortunately, it seems as if the rate of
illiteracy is now increasing than it was prior to the take-off in 1982. For
instance, Pa F.A.O. Akomolede declared in one of his speeches after the
award designed to honour him and others as apostles, advocates and
protagonists of Adult Education as a professional practice in Nigeria, at a
conference organised by the Nigerian National Council for Adult
Education (NNCAE) in Kaduna 1987 that due to some salient factors,
which inhibit the effective and efficient execution of the national mass
literacy campaign, the rate of illiteracy would almost become doubled by
the end of the specified period of ten years.

Note

Many factors to the campaign being labelled as a failure. Maybe, the
Federal Government was aware of the inertial the programme was
subjected to and hence a quick movement of the end period from 1992 to
the year 2,000
Be it as it may, we would like to advance some of the noticeable factors
that have served as clogs in the wheel of achieving remarkable results in
the programme execution. The following are such factors, even though
they are not exhaustible.
15.1.1 Ideological Base
It is a pity that after about three decades that Nigeria was emancipated
from the yoke of colonialism, she still finds herself wanting in evolving
an acceptable and adequate ideological principle. It could as well be
assumed that things are done sometimes in this country haphazardly, to
meet whatever prevailing needs of the time without due consideration or
plan for why we should go towards a particular direction. This is perhaps
why our priorities are most often misplaced, leaving paramount things
undone while showing undue attention on irrelevant things.
The success or otherwise of such a massive programme which in part
depends on the prevailing political structure, is also a function of a
uniform ideological orientation. As an extension of the use, need and role
of ideology, Akinpelu (1982) emphasized that in the abstract, we can
argue that literacy campaigns, by their nature, require ideological fervour
for their success. Psychological warfare is a feature of any campaign and
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ideology is an important item in the arsenal for this warfare. The right
ideological orientation makes it easy for the attitude of the populace to be
properly attuned to the success of literacy campaigns; it ensures
maximum understanding of the aims and objectives of achieving them; it
makes them ready and willing to make sacrifices towards the realisation
of the all- consuming objectives; it ensures a mass turn-out of teachers
and learners and an energetic mass-participation in the actual exercise; it
results in a mass fellow-feeling and in the integration and unity of the
social groups concerned; it guarantees a communal self-satisfaction and
feeling of achievement where the campaign has been successful.
The ideological base which supported Tanganyika African National
Union (TANU) as a political will and a unified force for Tanzanian
government under President Julius Kemberige Nyerere was note-worthy
and that was what perhaps saw Tanzania record a success in illiteracy
eradication. Philosophically, there must be some guiding principles or
some objectives that will moderate and control the activities of an
individual or a nation. When and where a direct goal is conspicuously
absent, no significant achievement can be made. The unnecessary
proliferation of governmental policies at the state as well as at the centre
is itself a conflict generating factor. For instance, there has not been any
uniform ideological principle proposed and operated by our past civilian
governments, on education rather, it has always been a witch-hunting
phenomenon. When one faction believes in free education at all levels,
the other believes in qualitative education. This, therefore, has resulted
into conflicting policies and lack of uniform operational standard as far as
education in Nigeria concerned in all the states of the country during the
past civilian regimes.
15.1.2 Authentic Census
It is unfortunate that no meaningful educational programme can thus far
be effectively implemented. The reason is that Nigeria has no authentic
population census; rather, it has always been operating the 1963 census
figures. In planning, it is essential to know how many we are, where the
people living and what are their varying educational levels. But, because
of the tendency for perpetual domination of a group by another group, it
has not been easy to have an accurate figure. Inflating the figures of the
population has far-reaching negative effects on educational planning and
social provisions. If we unnecessarily inflate the figures, how then can we
be able to assess how many people have become literate as a result of the
programme? How many instructors can be trained to train trainers, what
infrastructural provisions can then be provided for the state or federal
government and what particular group of people? These are some of the
perennial problems which lack of accurate population census can create.
For political stability, most of the past governments have seen population
census as a complex national issue, which must be handled with care.
15.1.3 Language Barrier
The means of communication in any society is primal and it is the only
integrating factor among a group of people living in a particular
geographical area. For instance, the success of Tanzania's Mass Literacy
Campaign can be traced to its commonly and generally understood
language - SWAHILI - as their lingua franca. Such a unified language
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gives the immense opportunity for the people to communicate freely
without any distortion effects created by using any form of channel.
Unfortunately in Nigeria, we have over 395 languages spoken. The
heterogeneity of the ethnic groups further polarizes the effectiveness of
communication. Even within an ethnic group, it is not uncommon for
them not to ever understand the language of the neighbouring group
within the same ethnic structure. With this problem around us, it will be
difficult to use a particular medium For instance; the FRCN or the NTA
Network transmits any social change message all over the country, using
English language. Without being pessimistic, it will take more than a
decade for Nigeria's linguists to fuse the 395 languages into a unified and
meaningful language. Even where this is possible without much strain or
stress, the usual rivalry over ethnic superiority which has for long
segregated the whole country into three blocs will prevent the fruition of
such a noble idea. As a panacea therefore, most of the literacy
programme messages meant to be consumed nationally will have to be
translated into many languages spoken and understood by different ethnic
groups at each state level in order to be effective.
15.1.4 Dedicated Leadership
The love of money has eaten deep into the socio-economic fabric of
every average Nigerian. People are no longer sincere to the course of
group goal; rather the principle of personal aggrandizement now prevails.
People no longer exercise patience to reap rewards of their labour at any
future time, but they largely crave to reap even where they did not sow,
simply because they are determined to acquire by hook or crook, all the
paraphernalia of modern life at the expense of the innocent suffering
masses. The involvement of some individuals in the propagation of the
campaign for instance, is nothing but fraudulent practices and
embezzlement. In some situations, history has it that some past Heads of
State were almost begged or lured not only into launching the programme
but to see it survive through adequate funding. They may not all that be
blamed, after all, they could be proved innocent because of their
ignorance in the concept of literacy education ray, adult education as an
academic discipline and professional practice.
15.1.5 Wrong Utilisation of Trained Personnel
The Federal Government has been trying to finance the programme
aimed at wiping out illiteracy in Nigeria. One of such realistic strategies
adopted is to train instructors who will ultimately train trainers of trainees
in their respective local government areas. The Federal Government
seeks nomination of candidates with grade two certificates or its
equivalent from all the States of the Federation. They were sent to some
of the Nigerian Universities where they spend one academic session
under the programme labelled Special Training Programme (STP) for the
participants in the National Mass Literacy Campaign. The Federal
Government was spending a colossal sum of money on each participant
as tuition and upkeep allowance plus provision for the cost of reading
materials until the recent national economic recession. Unfortunately, not
only were the equipment such as typewriters, Landrover etc. sent to the
states for Adult Education work confiscated, those products of the
programme were sent to the classrooms in the formal school system to
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teach, especially at the Secondary School level or posted to a different
section totally unconnected with their just acquired training. That step
was wasteful, unpalatable and misnomer. Cases of termination of
appointments of some of the participants while undergoing the course
were recorded in some states. That proved the degree of ignorance of
these officials assigned to work in the Adult Education Division of the
Ministry of Education, both at the Federal and State .levels.
ITQ
Question
What does NNCAE mean?
Feedback
NNCAE means Nigerian National Council for Adult Education (NNCAE)

Study Session Summary

Summary

In this Study Session, we examined and listed the factors responsible for
the success or failure of National mass literacy campaign as the
ideological base, the dedicated leadership, the language barrier, the
authentic census and the wrong utilization of trained personnel

Assessment
SAQ 15.1 (tests Learning Outcome 15.1)
What are the noticeable factors that served as clogs in the wheel of
achieving remarkable results in the mass literacy campaign execution?
Assessment
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Notes on Self-Assessment Questions
FEEDBACK 1.1
There are many definitions of adult education as we have discussed in the
study session one. You are expected to pick any two and define them as
according. E.g.
1. To Prosser (1967), adult education can be considered as the force
which by all intents and purposes can help conscientise and
mobilise the society in determining its ends by bringing into
focus a maximum of re-orientation and readjustment of value
system, attitude and behaviour to any new and changed situation
within a limited period of time. The change which may be from
within or outside any given society is expected to impart new
ideas, skills and techniques required to sustain the innovation
2. According to Laurence K. Frank, adult education may be
regarded as a social invention peculiarly appropriate to our times,
offering ways whereby adults can be helped to recognise the
necessity for these large scale changes and to undertake the
laborious task of examining, clarifying and deciding the ways in
which they will, as adults, accept the responsibility for renewing
our culture and reorienting our social order
FEEDBACK 2.1
Adult education, whether it is considered as an academic discipline or as
a professional practice, has a limitless scope, as far as individual,
community, state and national developments are concerned
FEEDBACK 2.2
You can pick three from the following
1. To provide increased knowledge of the situation in Nigeria
2. To apply general principles to Nigerian problems, taking into
account experiences of the more developed countries and giving
citizens of Nigeria every possible opportunity to think in a
national context - in order to keep Nigeria as one geographical
entity
3. To upgrade those who are regularly employed and increase the
efficiency of workers on the job - prepare them to cope with
changes in technology and assist them to prepare themselves for
jobs in the new fields
4. To help illiterate adults to learn to read and write their own
language, enrich their minds and thereby play a fundamental role
in their social and political development
5. To prepare adults for post literacy in English and Arithmetic
6. To help school drop-outs to become productive participants in the
economy
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FEEDBACK 3.1
Nzeneri (2002), defines an adult as one who is physically and
psychologically matured and is socially, economically and politically
responsible
Bown (1979) and Ibeh (2008), see an adult as one who has achieved full
physical development and is expected to have the right to participate as a
responsible homemaker, worker and member of a society
FEEDBACK 3.2
They are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Age or Chronological Criterion
Biological Criterion
Mental Criterion
Psychological Criterion
Social Criterion
Political Criterion

FEEDBACK 4.1
Fasokun (2006) observed that; adult education is concerned not
with preparing people for life, but rather, with helping/assigning
people (adults) to live more successfully as useful and acceptable
members of their societies and contribute meaningfully to the
development of those societies
FEEDBACK 4.2
They are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Self-Actualisation/Fulfillment
Lust after Knowledge
Economic Benefits
Understand Fundamental Rights
Increased efficiency

FEEDBACK 5.1
Knowles identified the six principles of adult learning as:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Adults are internally motivated and self-directed
Adults bring life experiences and knowledge to learning experiences
Adults are goal oriented
Adults are relevancy oriented
Adults are practical
Adult learners like to be respected

FEEDBACK 6.1
The major noteworthy contribution of philosophy to the growth of adult
education is that of its objective analysis of issues and clarification of
concepts
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FEEDBACK 7.1
Foundational disciplines in adult education under the social sciences
include:
a. Political Science
b. Psychology
c. Economics
FEEDBACK 8.1
Warkins (1945), describes the African educational institute as ‘the
bush school’ meaning that before initiation into the adult life, most
African communities take the neophytes outside their community
of social comfort to a seclusion, often i n the bush areas of the
community.
FEEDBACK 9.1
The three forms of education in adult education include:
a. Formal education
b. Non-formal education
c. Informal education
FEEDBACK 10.1
They are Functional Literacy Education, the Literacy Education and the
Lifelong Education
FEEDBACK 11.1
They are:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Mass Education
Liberal Education
Extension Education
Correspondence Education

FEEDBACK 12.1
They are:
1. UNESCO: The United Nation Educational Scientific
Organization
2. IIZ/DVV: Institute for International Cooperation of the German
Adult Education Association
3. ICAE: International Council for Adult Education
4. PALAAE: Pan-African Association for Literacy and Adult
Education
5. UNICEF: United Nations Children’s Fund
6. WB: World Bank
7. UNDP: United Nations Development Programme
8. UNIVA: University Village Association
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FEEDBACK 13.1
They include:
1. In the first place, one must study the time availability of the learners.
It is not ideal for the organiser to slate meeting times to the morning
period when learners are expected to be on their farmland to work.
Rather, it will be in the evening when they would have returned from
the farm. Also note-worthy is that the brain capacity of the adults is
not as fresh to quickly absorb information as the adolescents;
therefore, class meetings should not be unnecessarily prolonged;
otherwise, the learners will quickly be tired out.
2. Regularity of class attendance is another essential clause to be noted.
Class attendance could not by any standard be made daily; rather, it
should be about twice or at the most three times a week. There can be
no rigid formalisation of class process as it could be in the formal or
non-formal setting. Adult learners are people with diversed
experiences and they should therefore be treated with humility as
partners in progress.
3. Even if such a programme is a community development based, one
can still not force participation of people in the programme if there is
any such goal to be collectively achieved
You are allowed to use/explain these three points with your own words
FEEDBACK 14.1
Mass literacy campaign failed due to:
1. political power shift
2. political party policy differences at state levels
3. low financial commitment from the federal government
FEEDBACK 15.1
They are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Wrong Utilisation of Trained Personnel
Dedicated Leadership
Language Barrier
Authentic Census
Ideological Base
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